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Solar Fire Gold is now in Version 8

$3.00

Astrolabe’s innovative calcula-
tion pro gram continues in the 

tradition of Robert Hand’s 1980s 
Nova and Chartwheels soft ware. But 
in stead of at tempt ing the en cy clo -
pe dic com plete-
 ness of  So lar 
Fire ,  the new 
N o v a  C h a r t -
wheels for Win-
dows con cen-
 trates on pro vid-
 ing as trol o gy’s 
most com plete 
and in-depth 
soft ware  for sym-
 me trical astrol-
ogy studies and 
dial work. 

A new incarnation of Nova and 
Chartwheels to com ple ment So lar Fire

Very different in style from So lar Fire, 
Nova Chartwheels gives the old-time 
sen sa tion of be ing at a pa per-strewn 
desk, work ing the di als to in ves ti gate 
each new thought as it oc curs.

Nova Chartwheels 
also provides an 
ex traor di nary ar-
ray of pro duc tiv-
 i ty tools for the 
busy pro fes sion-
 al. This in cludes a  
free Plan ner that 
can or ga nize not 
only your prac-
 tice, but the rest 
of your life as 
well. (Details on
pag es 8-9.)

Besides having a to-do list, daily schedule 
and ad dress book, the Nova Chartwheels 
Planner has a printable monthly cal en dar 
that can show the tran sits to any chart.

With Celeste, Astrolabe’s FREE astrology app, you can 
now calculate a chart or check current astrological 

conditions any time, anywhere. (See back cover for details.)

Now you can cast charts on 
your tablet or smartphone
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The big news is that the latest version, Solar 
Fire Gold v8, now offers the complete array 

of locational astrology tools from the acclaimed 
Solar Maps 3 program—including fi xed stars, 
parans, animated maps and even locational in-
terpretations. Also new are fuller sets of other 
interpretations, your choice of extra points in the 
main chart wheel, a professional appointments 
manager, innovative tools for teachers, over 500 
new timed, sourced and categorized celebrity 
charts, and more. (Details, including prices for 
upgrades from earlier versions, are on pages 2-7.)

The 65 new asteroid glyphs 
enable you to fi t extra asteroids 
nicely into the main wheel. 



What’s new in

Version 8 now includes the full profes-
sional-strength version of Solar Maps. 
For locational work you can now:

Add map lines for stars, principal 
asteroids and Uranian planets.

Click on map lines to jog your 
memory about what they signify. 

Print out helpful (and salable) local-
ity reports for beginners and clients.

View astro-mapping lines for mid-
points and aspects to the angles.  

View complete paran lines, and lists 
of the cities that lie on them. 

Add the locations of events like hur-
ricanes and earthquakes to the maps. 

Enjoy many additional map views 
and customization possibilities.

 A client manager for your  busy 
astrological practice: Now you can 
email reminders to clients, keep an 
appointment calendar, use your 
computer to record and email read-
ings, time your sessions and create 
receipts. Also, ensure the continuing 
health of your business by sending 
your clients periodic group emails.  

Teacher features: Get your students 
off to a running start (or help your 
friends) by sending them all your 
own preferred Solar Fire settings 
in one easily-installed zip fi le. You 
can also sign on with the Solar Fire 
teacher registry, so prospective stu-
dents can fi nd you on the internet.

 Glyphs for 65 additional asteroids 
(and recently discovered planets like 
Haumea and Makemake). 

 New bi-wheel option shows house 
cusps for both charts.

 Informative new wheels that show 
the ruling planets for terms (Egyp-
tian or Ptolemy) and faces. 

 New Vedic single and bi-wheels with 
120-year (and longer) dasa tables.  

 500 new timed, Rodden-rated 
(A or B) celebrity charts include 
today’s newsmakers plus additional 
prominent fi gures from the past. 

 New Vertex interpretations and 
additional asteroid interpretations.

 A new set of Arabic Parts specifi -
cally addresses commodities.

 Additional hurricane and earthquake 
data for the Solar Maps module.

 Instant compatibility score: The 
Ashtkoot (“8-factor”) system analyz-
es a couple’s Vedic Moon positions to 
score their overall chances for long-
term relationship success. Fun for 
dating—and an additional indicator 
for professional synastry work.

 The latest time zone changes in an 
improved ACS Atlas. 

Best of all, you can now animate the astro-
mapping lines, moving them through time. This 
is absolutely the easiest way to see exactly 
when in a person’s life a transiting, progressed 
or solar arc line will reach a given locality!
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Now, besides having them in a
separate extra-points ring, 
you can mix up to fi fty 
extra points (like stars, 
asteroids arabic 
parts and mid-
points) in with 
the regular
planets in 
the main 
wheel 
ring.   

Additional “chart art” pages in Version 
8 include a series of charming old-style 
drawings for each Sun sign, a series for 
the twelve house positions of the compos-
ite chart’s Sun, and other attractive new 
designs for sale and gift-giving. 

 Lynda Hill’s in-depth Sabian symbols 
interpretations—as an oracle, as point-
and-click interps on the wheel, and as a 
Sabian Symbols report you can sell. 

 House and sign interps for Sedna, Eris, 
Selena and the Black Moon Lilith.

 Expanded interps for natal, pro-
gressed and transiting charts.

 Traditional William Lilly-style tallies 
for temperament (sanguine, choleric, 
melancholic or phlegmatic).

 Chart art for each zodiacal gemstone.

 Improved chart animation: Jump 
to animation from the regular chart 
view, change the locality of the 
subsidiary charts, and now move in 
weekly as well as other increments. 

 Printable eclipse lists: Copy and 
print either brief or detailed results 
of your eclipse searches. 

New Convenience

Sabian symbols 
oracle, as point-

on the wheel, and as a 

interps for Sedna, Eris, 

 for natal, pro-

Traditional William Lilly-style tallies Additional “chart art” pages in Version 

What’s new in
New Display OptionsNew InformationNew Locational Power

Plus these features from the 
v7.3 “sneak peek” at v8:

New Professional Tools

For upgrade prices, see page 7.
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 Predictive Astrology: Many variations of progressed, directed, converse, return, pro-
fected, in gress, eclipse, lunar-phase and age-harmonic charts.  Extraordinarily fl exible 
and complete hitlists and transit/progression calendars. Highly customizable graphic 
ephemerides and linear fore cast ing graphs. Ephem er is tables for plan ets, angles, 
Fortuna, as ter oids, midpoints and other extra points. Transiting, pro gressed and fi rdar 
interpretations.  Plus “animated” multi-ringed wheels, dials and ta bles that instantly 
update transits, progressions and/or directions as click your way through time.

 Relationship Astrology:  Biwheels with optional inter-chart aspect lines and cusps 
for both people. Tri, quad and quinqui wheels and dials. Synastry aspectarians and 
comparative declination strips. Love and marriage in ter pre ta tions. Com pos ite charts 
for 2 to15 people. Coalescent and Davison re la tion ship charts. Tran sit ing hits to a 
com pos ite chart, or aspects from A’s pro gressed or di rect ed points to B’s natal chart.

 Locational Astrology: Maps on which you can project astrolocality, paran, local space 
and eclipse-path lines. Plus Johndro and geodetic charts and easy chart relocation.

 Electional Astrology: Transits and lunations in calendar form. Hitlists includ-
ing Void-of-course Moon periods and aspects from transiting angles. An elec-
tional search that fi nds periods with the desired combination of astro fac tors. 
Whole-day planetary hour tables. Ephemerides of the transiting angles and Part 
of Fortune. Tables of daily rises, sets, culminations and anticulminations. 

 Rectifi cation: Life-event storage keeps all your rectifi cation data handy. Rec ti fi  ca tion 
win dow instantly recalculates chart for new time, date, or coordinates. Animated wheels 
and dials let you click a chart chart forward or back by hours, minutes and sec onds.

The Fullest Range of Astrological Tasks

 10,000 years of high-precision, to-the-second geo and helio 
calculations from the renowned Swiss Ephemeris.  

 50 standard points possible in the regular wheels and 
tables include 6 major asteroids, Chiron, 8 Ura ni an plan ets, 
mean/true Nodes, Part of Fortune (including different day and 
night formulas), Eris, Sedna, Transpluto, Vulcan, the Black 
Moon Lilith, White Moon Selena, Aries point, Vertex, Anti-
vertex, CoAsc/Dsc, Polar Asc/Dsc and Equa to ri al Asc/Dsc. 

 Extra points in clude all midpoints be tween standard points, plus 
8 Jayne es o ter ic bodies, 290 fi xed stars, over 1,000 asteroids, 
unlimited Arabic parts, prior lunations and eclipses, user-selected 
degrees, and more. You can add these to the main wheel, and to 
extra-points wheels and tables. Plus, you can add most of these to 
forecasting hitlist s and to graphic and table-style ephemerides.

Solar Fire Gold’s opening screen with its Chart Pre view wheel and 
current transiting positions, Moon phase and eclipse information bars. 

State-of-the-Art CalculationsState-of-the-Art Calculations

     Encyclopedically complete 
   and exceptionally easy to use,
    Solar Fire Gold brings the 
   whole vast realm of astrology
 easily within your reach.

“The easiest, most enjoyable to 
use, and most rock-solid astrol-
ogy program on the market.” 
– software reviewer Hank Friedman 

“Easy to use, fl uid and can be 
custom fi t ted to suit your own 
individual re quire ments. . . . 
A pleasure to in ter act with! . . . 
More than enough ap pli ca tions
to keep even the most ex per i men-
 tal of you in a sus tained state of 
bliss. There are so many fea tures 
to play with and ex plore. . . . 
[Solar Fire is] something that 
all as trol o gers should have.”
—The Dublin Astrologer

“Solar Fire has the most fea-
 tures, is the most customizable 
and is the most pop u lar among 
pro fes sion al as trol o gers.”
—The Astrology Soft ware Shop

    
   whole vast realm of astrology
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Aspect Filtering fi lters out all as pect lines and 
grid items that you’re not currently study ing. (Here, 
only the aspects to Mercury are showing.)

Solar Fire’s Animated Chart may well become your 
fa vor ite way to predict! Just click for ward or back in time, 
and watch the changes in from 1 to 4 charts (natal, 
tran sit ing, pro gressed and di rect ed). You can do this 
with wheels, aspect grids, and even whole page layouts. 
On wheels, watch aspect lines thicken as an aspect ap-
proaches exact, and become dotted as it separates.

“Time Map” bar graphs show how tran sits, pro gres -
sions, etc. over lap in time. Graphic Eph e mer i des 
show the speed and direction of planets. They 
vividly depict planetary stations and complexes or 
“knots” of aspects hap pen ing simultaneously. Solar 
Fire does geo and helio transiting, pro gressed and 
di rect ed graph ic eph e mer i des in a variety of moduli 
and co or di nate sys tems, including dec li na tion.

Heavenly 
Predictive Features
Solar Fire’s extraordinary hitlists en able you 
to combine transits, pro gres sions, di rec tions, 
primaries, annual profections, ingresses, sta-
tions, eclips es, void-of-course Moon periods 
and more into one timeline, and also sort 
them in other useful ways. You can even 
in clude things like  as ter oids, hy po thet i cal 
plan ets, house cusps and midpoints. Alterna-
tively, you can view most of these events in 
handy weekly or monthly calendar form.
    You can also cast a huge va ri ety of 
fore cast ing charts, and save them for 
fu ture use. Plus, Solar Fire’s Life Events 
stor age makes it easy to keep a record of 
past oc cur renc es to help you judge the 
prob a bil i ty of fu ture events.

Powerful
Relocation Aids

With the newly powerful Solar Maps module 
you get customizable maps that show all the 
geo graph i cal locations where a chart’s plan-
 ets, principal asteroids and/or stars would 
be an gu lar or in paran. Plus, you can see 
actual or geodetic zodiac lines, eclipse paths 
and local space maps and wheels. You can 
also get point-and-click line interpretations 
as well as salable relocation reports.

Amazing Chart 
and Time Searches

Check how as tro log i cal con cepts ac tu al ly 
work out in practice! Solar Fire’s Chart 
Search will fi nd charts in your fi les that 
have one or many fac tors in com mon. Not 
just a giv en body be ing in a cer tain sign, 
house or aspect—but also high ly com plex 
com bi na tions of multi-plan et aspect pat-
 terns, phase re la tion ships, rulerships, al-
mutens, horary con sid er ations, and more. 
    Or use Solar Fire’s Electional Search 
to search any timespan you spec i fy. 
Now it’s easy to fi nd times that meet the 
ideal electional con di tions for start ing a 
project. Or quickly lo cate every his tor i cal 
pe ri od that has a given com bi na tion of 
as tro log i cal factors.

123 world and regional maps let you combine 
astrolocality, local space, eclipse and other lines, 
in one map—and also see the transiting, pro-
gressed and directed lines as they move!  

Fantastic Aspect 
Facilities

Solar Fire’s As pect Editor win dow lets 
you se lect from 26 pre defi ned as pects, plus 
defi ne un lim it ed aspects of your own.

    Ad vanced op-
 tions let you set 
dif fer ent orbs 
for each pair of 
points, do uni di-
 rec tion al, sign-
to-sign or “3-D” 
(off-the-ecliptic) 

as pects, and use Tra di tion al moi eties. You 
can create an un lim it ed num ber of as pect 
sets for dif fer ent purposes.    
    You can see as pects as op tion al lines in 
the center of the chart; in square, tri an gu lar 
or synastry grids; in a list sort ed with the 
clos est as pects fi rst, and in as pect anal y sis 
print outs. Plus, Solar Fire can point out 25 
types of multi-aspect patterns, from  grand 
trines and t-squares to grand sextiles and 
quintiles, heles and rosettas.  

Aspect Highlighting makes the pattern of lines 
clearer, enabling thicker lines for clos er as pects, 
and dot ted lines for as pects that are sep a rat ing. 

Amazing Chart Amazing Chart 
and Time Searches

Provides a Lavish 
Selection of 

Everyday Tools
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Fantastic Aspect 
Facilities

Provides a Lavish 
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Traditional 
and Horary

Solar Fire provides special strength in 
Clas si cal, medieval and Re nais sance 
tech niques. It includes tra di tion al planet 
sets and rulerships; whole-sign, Alcabitius 

and oth er tra di tion al ly 
ap pro pri ate house sys-
 tems; and sign-to-sign 
as pects and moi eties. 
It tab u lates dispositors, 
antiscia, Arabic lu nar 
man sions, mu tu al recep-

tions, es sen tial dig ni ties, almutens, hylegs, 
planetary sect, plan e tary days/hours, 
and horary con sid er ations. Plus, its 
Chart and Electional Search es will 
find vir tu al ly any of these fac tors in 
your saved charts or any time period. 
For pre dic tion, you can use var i ous 
meth ods of fi rdaria, an nu al profections, 
term di rec tions, and pri ma ry di rec tions. 
    Solar Fire also has remarkable Rulership, 
Ar a bic Parts, and Dignity/Almuten Ed i tors 
that enable you to cre ate more Parts and spec-
ify the way these old tech niques are done. 

 

 






















 

 
























  




  

  

  



  



  

  

  



  








  

  



  






























































   




  

  

  



  



  

  

  

   








  

  



  



Cosmobiology
and Uranian

Solar Fire includes Uranian planets and 
the Aries point, and sin gle, bi, tri and quad 
90°, 360° and other di als, with a point er 
that reveals mid points and aspects. 
    It also has mid point trees; mid point lists 
sorted by plan et, modulus or mode; and 
Munkasey Mid point Weight ing Anal y sis. 
Plus, you can use the Ar a bic Parts Ed i tor to 
create 3-point plan e tary pic tures, and then 
add these as sen si tive points to wheels, 
dials and predictive hitlists.  

Declination Studies
Besides showing parallels and contra-
parallels in the full aspect grid, Solar Fire 
make parallels and out-of-bounds plan ets 
easy to spot by showing declinations in 
sorted tables and graph ic dec li na tion 
strips. For forecasting, dynamic hitlists 
and graphs show transits, progressions 
and directions in dec li na tion. Plus, you can 
print ephem er ides showing dec li na tions as 
they change over time. And for advanced 
declination analysis, Solar Fire calculates 
lon gi tude equiv a lent charts and tables.

Eclipses
Solar Fire’s Eclipse Search lets you search 
any timespan between 2000 BCE and 3000 
CE for solar and/or lunar eclipses in a 
given Saros series, eclipses that aspect 
a specifi ed zodiacal position, or eclipses 
that aspect a given chart. For each eclipse 
found, you can see the eclipse type, Saros 
number, magnitude and duration. You can 
view chart wheels for the moment of maxi-
mum eclipse, and can print or copy the 
whole list of eclipses with or without the 
details. You can also incorporate eclips es 
into the regular dynamic hitlists.
    Chart pages can show prenatal eclips es, 
and you can also include these as sen si tive 
points in wheels and dials.

Fixed Stars
Solar Fire provides the po si tion, mag ni-
 tude, spec tral class and other info on 290 
stars. Its extraordinary Fixed Star Editor 
lets you add more stars, sort them, print star 
lists, and fi nd exact star positions in eras 
re mote from our own. You can put stars 
into chart wheels, listings and astro-maps, 
list planet-star as pects and parans, and print 
eph e mer i des show ing star positions over 
the eons. (Adding the Galastro da ta base, 
you can even put black holes, quasars, 
etc. into the Plan e tar i um and your charts. 
See page 7.) 
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Declination Graphs can be transiting, pro gressed, 
and now also directed (à la Charles Jayne).  

Eclipse-path maps 
show where solar 
eclipses will be par-
 tial, and where they 
will be total. They 
in clude eclipses from 
1801 to 2200, with 
the Saros series and 
oth er in for ma tion. 

The Solar Fire Planetarium  shows the true re la tion 
of natal planets to the fi xed stars. Clicking on or near a 
major star brings up information on the star, including 
a care ful ly thought-out mod ern in ter pre ta tion. 

Esoteric and
Prenatal

Designed by esoteric astrologers, Solar 
Fire features Vulcan, the he lio cen tric 
po si tion of the Earth, and Charles Jayne's 

esoteric plan ets, plus 
both  es o ter ic and hi-
 er ar chi cal rul erships 
and es o ter ic as pects 
and colors. It also in-
cludes ta bles, graphs 
and in ter pre ta tions 
of the Sev en Rays.    

Plus, with its 18 types of prenatal epoch 
charts, Solar Fire provides the most com-
 plete array of pre na tal charts any where. plete array of pre na tal charts any where.

Covers All Manner of 
Astrological Schools, 

Styles and Topics

Declination Studies

















Covers All Manner of 
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Easy to Learn
Specially designed for ease of use, Solar Fire 
puts vir tu al ly all its func tions into sim ple, 
straight for ward menus. To learn what the pro-
 gram can do, simply click on each menu item. 
     As software designer Paul O. Hewitt ob served, 
“You always know where you are in the pro-
gram. . . . Once you’ve learned how to change 
one thing, you will notice that [Solar Fire’s 
au thor] has used the same ap proach almost 
ev ery where. . . .  You don’t need to reach for the 
man u al to un der stand what is going on.” 
   If you’re the type who likes to consult a 
man u al, it ex ists as a pdf fi le on your hard disk. 
Even more convenient: for help with the screen 
you’re currently us ing, just hit the F1 key.  

A Goldmine of
Astrological Data

Encyclopedic in scope, Solar Fire brims 
with essential astrological information. For 
example, you’ll fi nd:
• Built-in 250,000-place ACS Atlas auto-

matically fi nds long/lat and time standard.
• 5,000 years of detailed eclipse data, plus 

400 years of eclipse-path maps.
• Custom ephemeris pages for any 

timespan, showing longitudes, latitudes, 
dec li na tions, etc. of virtually any reg u lar 
or ex tra point—in clud ing the transiting 
mid points, angles, and Part of Fortune. 

• Over 1850 timed celebrity charts—500 
world fi g ures from the re spect ed Clifford Data 
Compendium, 399 prominent Aus tra lians, plus 
1000+ new charts in categorized fi les. 

• Complete data on 290 fi xed stars, with  
Bernadette Brady’s carefully thought out 
modern interpretations of 50 major stars.

• 2 sets of degree meanings: Sabian sym-
 bols and Ebertin-style medical degrees.  

• 10 sets of interpretations include on-screen and 
printable natal, synastry, transiting, progressed, 
astro-mapping and fi rdar delineations.

• A built-in astrology encyclopedia. 

Stephanie Johnson’s in ter pre ta tions 
“are stimulating enough to get one’s 
own in tu ition going while being rich 
enough to provide good printout for a 
cli ent.  Also . . . the program lets you 
use your own.” — Brian Lee

Astrological Data

Easy to Learn
Specially designed for ease of use, Solar Fire 
puts vir tu al ly all its func tions into sim ple, 
straight for ward menus. To learn  what the pro-
 gram can do, simply click on each menu item. 
    As software designer Paul O. Hewitt ob-
 served, “You always know where you are 
in the program. . . . Once you’ve learned 
how to change one thing, you will notice 
that [Solar Fire’s au thor] has used the same 
ap proach almost ev ery where. . . .  You don’t 
need to reach for the man u al to un der stand 
what is going on.” 
    If you’re the type who likes to consult a man-
 u al, it ex ists both in print ed form and on your 
hard disk. Plus, for help with the screen you’re 
currently us ing, you can just hit the F1 key.  

A Goldmine of
Astrological Data

Encyclopedic in scope, Solar Fire brims 
with essential astrological information. For 
example, you’ll fi nd:
• 5,000 years of detailed eclipse data, plus 

400 years of eclipse-path maps.
• Custom ephemeris pages for any 

timespan, showing longitudes, latitudes, 
dec li na tions, etc. of virtually any reg u lar 
or ex tra point, in clud ing the transiting 
mid points, angles, and Part of Fortune. 

• 1850 timed celebrity charts—500 world 
fig ures from the re spect ed Clifford Data 
Compendium, 350 prominent Aus tra lians, 
plus 1000+ new charts in 9 categorized fi les. 

• Complete data on 290 fi xed stars, with  
Bernadette Brady’s carefully thought out 
modern interpretations of 50 major stars.

• 2 sets of degree meanings: Sabian sym-
 bols and Ebertin-style medical degrees.  

• 7 sets of interpretations—natal, synastry, tran-
siting, progressed, fi rdar and calendar transits. 
Click on a chart, hitlist or calendar to see a pop-
up interpretation—or use your fa vor ite word 
pro ces sor to read, edit and print whole reports. 

Stephanie Johnson’s in ter pre ta tions 
“are stimulating enough to get one’s 
own in tu ition going while being rich 
enough to provide good printout for a 
cli ent.  Also . . . the program lets you 
use your own.” — Brian Lee
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Choose from dozens of stunning wheel and dial designs . . . 
American, Euro, decorative, and color-wash wheels and dials that hold from 1 to 5 charts--
with optional aspect lines, equal or proportional houses, and your own scheme of color-coding.

And more than 100 information-packed page lay outs . . . 
Besides the basics, you’ll fi nd page designs specifi cally for be gin ners, synastry, clas si cal, horary, 
Cosmobiology, declination, esoteric, Huber, Vedic, Chinese, fi xed-star, asteroid and other uses. 
Plus more than 30 special presentation pages with colorful artist-designed backgrounds!

Or use Solar Fire’s ingenious Wheel and Page Designer 
win dows to include exactly the information you need.
Arrange wheels, aspectarians, tables, graphics and captions on the page. Clever “Flexible list” ta bles 
let you select the info that you want to include about each point, and to sort the rows and col umns in 
the order you prefer. Plus, you can always pick your own sizes, colors, line styles and points to display. 
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Camilla Parker-Bowles
Natal Chart






Prince of Wales, Charles
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Full of Pleasing Screens and Print outs
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Full of Pleasing Screens and Printouts

Easy to Learn
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Vedic & Chinese
• All you need to get started in Vedic: 

North and south Indian charts, any ayan-
amsa, Rasi and Bhava houses, nakshatra 
and dasa/bhukti tables, and 20 types of 
divisional chart. Instant tropical/sidereal 
switching makes it easy to compare the 
Western and Vedic charts.     

• Basic Chinese astrology tables show 
Chinese lunar mansions, plus the polar-
ity, element and animal of the birth year. 
For more in-depth Chinese charting, you can 
use Solar-Fire generated charts in the Imperial 
Astrologer program (described on  page 18).

Advanced 
Tech niques 

As you progress, Solar Fire gives you 
an extraordinary selection of advanced 
and experimental techniques to explore. 
Among the things that you can do:
• Return charts of any planet or as ter oid 

to its natal or any specifi ed po si tion. 
• Diurnals: Easily calculate a whole 

string of  these daily forecasting charts 
in the An i mat ed Chart view.

• Harmonic and arc-transform charts: 
in any harmonic, including non-integer. 
Solar Fire Gold also has Age and Age 
+ 1 Year Harmonic charts for harmonic 
studies of life events.

• Astrodyne tables. 
• In mundo work: Parans from fi xed stars to 

chart points. Rise/set charts for any regular 
planet or asteroid. Lists of when plan ets, 
as ter oids and stars cross the ho ri zon and 
me rid i an. “3-D” as pects. Al ti tude/
az i  muth,  Gauquelin sec tor,  and 
Placidus mundoscope po si  t ions. 
Prime-ver ti cal an gle and am pli tude.

Plus, Solar Fire Gold provides heliocentric, 
sidereal (any ayanamsa) and dra con ic-
zodiac calculations, geo and helio plan e tary 
nodes, planetary distances from Earth, 
geocentric latitude, parallax-cor rect ed 
Moon, Pessin lunar phase fam i lies, and 
prenatal lunations and eclipses. Also 
nu mer ous al ter na tive pro gres sion and 
di rec tion methods, in clud ing mundane and 
Van Dam pri ma ries, converse pro gres sions 
and di rec tions, ascendant-arc di rec tions 
and di rec tions in declination and lat i tude.  
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To speed your work and make it truly easy 
and pleasant, Solar Fire enables you to:

• Input data with a minimum of key strokes. 
• Automate complex tasks with the As-

 trol o ger’s Assistant task recorder. 
• Re-use charts from earlier Solar Fire 

ver sions, Solar Maps, JigSaw, Nova 
Chartwheels, As tro labe Reports, Matrix 
programs and any program that can 
output chart data as plain text fi les. Plus, 
you can open Nova-format charts in Solar 
Fire (and vice versa) in stant ly without 
conversion.

• Easily email charts as graphics or text. 
• Copy chart wheels, pages and listings 

into word-processing and other programs. 
• Customize the Main Screen and toolbars. 
• Store a Rodden Data Source Rat ing 

with each chart—in ad di tion to stor ing 
chart com ments and life events. 

• Auto-im port your charts and set tings 
from pre vi ous So lar Fire versions. 

Add Black Holes, Quasars 
and More to Solar Fire
Thanks to Solar Fire fan Phil Sedg-
wick’s research, you can now also use 
Solar Fire Gold to see how more than 
1,100 black holes, pul sars, qua sars, 
x-ray sourc es and oth er deep-space 
ob jects relate to any given chart. Just 
as you can with fi xed stars in Solar 
Fire, you can list the aspects and 
parans that these mysterious objects 
make to natal points, and you can 
plot them in Solar Fire’s Planetarium 
view along with the fi xed stars. Plus, 
you can place their positions next to 
the chart in tables or even around the 
chart wheel itself. In cludes Sedgwick’s 
thoughts on the meaning of many of 
these objects in the horoscope.   
 Galastro Deep-Space Ob jects,  $75

“Solar Fire has long been an incredible 
astrology program in Windows. 

New virtualization software 
(VMWare, Parallels and Boot Camp) 

now makes it as easy to use 
on an Intel-based Mac.” – Jeff Jawer

Yes! You can also run Solar Fire 
on a Macintosh

 Details at http:/alabe.com/support

Thoughtful Touch es

 fan Phil Sedg-

Solar Fire Gold v8 requires:
Windows ME through 7 on a PC or Mac 
(XP, Vista or 7 recommended; required if 
using a non-En glish char ac ter set.) 
Processor: Pentium or better.
Video: min., SVGA 800x600; rec., 
XGA 1024x768 or bet ter; at least 
10-inch screen on netbooks.
Hard disk space: about 120MB.
Internet access: recomm. for online 
program updates and chart emailing.
RAM depends on Windows version:

Win ME or NT4: minimum 40MB, 
 80MB or more recommended. 
Win 2000: min i mum 72MB, 
 144MB or more rec om mend ed.
Win XP: minimum 128MB,
 256MB or more rec om mend ed. 
Win Vista (32 or 64-bit): minimum 
 512MB, 1GB or more recomm. 
Win 7 (32 or 64-bit): minimum 
 512MB, 1GB or more recomm. 

 Solar Fire Gold version 8,  $360
 Upgrade from version 7.3, $50 
 Upgrade from version 7.0 

or 7.1, $99 
 Upgrade from version 5, 5.1 or 

6 (Solar Fire Deluxe), $129
 Upgrade from version 2 

(Standard Edition), 3 or 4, $225
  Upgrade from version 1 or 

Nova for DOS, $325

Solar Fire Gold v8
 is available as a download 

(no shipping charge) 
or on a CD 

(at a $10 shipping charge 
within the U.S.) 

Besides very complete 
on-screen help, you get the

entire 302-page Solar Fire Gold 
v8 manual and the 174-page 

Solar Maps manual 
as printable pdf fi les. 

Thoughtful Touch es
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv888888888888888888888888888v8vvv8v8v8vvv8v888888888GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldold888old888old888old888oldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldold888old888old888old888oldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldold888old888old888old888888old888old888old888oldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldoldold888old888old888old888GoldGGGoldGoldGoldGGGoldG
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Keywords for planets,  midpoints and plan-
etary pictures are easily accessible to start 
your interpretations flowing.

Free-form design fits the way you work. Just clone a chart to create different windows show-
ing it simultaneously as a regular wheel, 360° dial, 90° dial, aspect grid, etc. Arrange dif-
ferent charts and chart views on the screen in the way that feels natural to you. Each wheel or 
table is in its own window, so that you can lay out charts on the screen much as you would the 
papers on your desk (except that they stay more organized on the screen!). To bring a different 
wheel, listing, etc. to the top, just click on the appropriate wheel window, tab or control button. 

“Electronic secretary” manages your  
client practice, keeping all related charts 
together. It tracks your billable hours, and 
stores notes, appointments and client con-
tact info. Plus, the monthly calendar can 
include transits to any natal chart. You can 
even make MP3 sound and sight recordings 
of your readings to send to your clients by 
email or burn onto a CD.

 
A Special Kind of Calculation Program  
for In-Depth Student and Professional Use 

waiting for printouts. Most important, it 
gives you the power to instantly follow 
up a new train of thought, and immedi-
ately address whatever questions your 
clients bring up during a reading. 

A Symmetry User’s Dream
While Nova Chartwheels can accom-
modate various methods of working, it is 
centered around Symmetrical astrology 
techniques. It was designed by long-time 
Uranian professional Gary Christen to be 
his dream program. Accordingly, it does 
all kinds of dial work and the techniques 
of the Hamburg School with particular 
completeness and convenience. It is also 
an exceptionally fast and fluid working 
medium for Cosmobiologists.

Built to complement Solar Fire, the 
new Nova Chartwheels doesn’t 

have every astrological technique that 
you can think of. Instead, it is an in-
depth implementation of the tools a 
professional uses every day. 
    Most particularly, it goes into dial work 
with unprecedented depth. This gives a 
working astrologer exceptionally pow-
erful precision tools for natal analysis, 
forecasting, relationship work, elections 
and rectification.  
    This new program builds its extensive, 
high-precision calculations upon Robert 
Hand’s venerable Nova and Chartwheels 
programs released in the 1980s. However 
current Astrolabe President Gary Chris-
ten and Programming Director Raymond 
White have rethought and updated and 
added to these earlier programs in the light 
of two additional decades of work and the 
vastly greater pictorial possibilities of the 
Windows operating system. 

A Revolutionary Approach 
The result is a program unlike any other. 
In standard astrological software, you 
first cast the charts and hitlists and then 
look at the results. In contrast, Nova 
Chartwheels encourages you to work 
directly from the screen, accessing just 
the information you need, right at the 
moment you need it. With its powerful 
Working Data box and its ability to accu-
mulate on the screen all the wheels, dials 
and listings that you need for a reading, 
Nova Chartwheels becomes a seamless 
extension of your brain. 
    Although you can, at any time, print 
anything that interests you, we hope that 
you won’t have to do that. We sincerely 
hope that you will do all your work on 
the screen in front of you and never have 
to use your printer again.
    Working directly from the screen 
cuts down on desk clutter. It also saves 

NOVACHARTWHEELSTM
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Solar Fire or Nova Chartwheels?  
Many Astrologers Will Want Both.

Solar Fire has many features that are not 
in Nova Chartwheels. However, with its 
extensive client management facility and 
its fast, direct way of working, Nova Chart-
wheels is a powerful productivity tool for 
busy professionals. It is also the ultimate 
tool for astrologers who want to get pre-
cise, concrete results through the special 
power of midpoints, planetary pictures and  
other types of astrological symmetry.  
Available by download or on a CD.

 Nova Chartwheels (Pre-release 
version w. built-in ACS Atlas), $220

 Upgrade from the DOS programs 
Nova, Chartwheels,  Printwheels,  
CCRS or AstroAnalyst, $119

The Working Data box is like a master control 
panel, enabling you to instantly access a huge 
variety of information on the chart  whenever 
the need arises. Just change the Working Date 
(top left), and  the transits, progressions and 
solar arcs in all open charts and listings 
will automatically update to that instant.

Sharp, professionally designed dials can hold multiple charts 
simultaneously and make it easy to detect symmetrical patterns, 
including patterns between charts. For precision, you can con-
sult midpoint, planetary picture and other listings at the side. 

Computer Requirements
This powerful program demands 
the best. We recommend Win XP, 
Vista or 7; 256mb RAM (1gb for 
32- or 64-bit Vista or 7), 1200 mHz 
Pentium, Centron, Athlon, Duron 
or Sempron chip; display at least 
1024x768 (1248x1024 and a 17-inch 
screen recommended for desktops); 
CD ROM drive; CD or DVD burner; 
microphone; and an internet connec-
tion for emailing readings and ac-
cessing program updates and forums.

Create files of your favorite sensitive points 
for particular issues, and keep them ready 
on the “Faves” tab to add to any chart.

The Pre-Release Version
As of 7/1/12, Nova Chartwheels 
version 0.985 has been exten-
sively beta-tested, and it includes 
a printed quickstart manual and 
preliminary audio-visual instruc-
tions.  Buying it entitles you to 
all version 0 and 1 upgrades as 
they become available; to free 
personalized technical support 
on installation questions; and 
to other tech support via the  
Nova Chartwheels online forum.

The unique Aspect Inspector window revolutionizes predictive work. Select any pair of 
points, and it shows the aspect (if any), the exact arc opening, and any other pairs of 
points that have the same opening. Plus, within the timespan you specify, it shows all 
transiting and progressed aspects between those points, the dates when solar arcs will 
connect the two points, and the times when the two points will repeat their natal arc 
opening by transit. You can click on any of these items to see a full chart for the event.



Puts the pieces together  
when you’re dealing  
with any group of charts.

Rectification: Deduces birthtimes from the charts of life events 
Research: Tabulates and graphs specified factors in research and control groups
Family Patterns: Reveals the hidden links between the charts in any group  

“One of the  
most enjoyable  

astrological programs  
I have ever used.” 

 -- Kenneth Negus, PhD

Three programs for the price of one,  
JigSaw 2.2 is the complete tool for:

2.2

T H E    N E W   T U TO R I A L    V E R S I O N

New in Version 2.2:
• A built-in 5.5-hour, 18-lesson multi-

media tutorial by JigSaw’s brilliant 
co-designer Bernadette Brady. She 
explains not only how to use the 
program’s many features, but also 
the theories behind them. Now 
you’ll be able to use the awesome 
power of JigSaw to the max!

• Longitude, latitude and the latest 
time change info is now auto- 
matically supplied by a built-in 
ACS Atlas. This makes entering 
chart data easier than ever. 

• JigSaw 2.2 is compatible with the 
new Solar Fire 6/Solar Fire Gold 
chart files. It also exports rectifica-
tion events to their life-event lists. 

• Plus, you can now copy rectifica-
tion events and research results into 
word-processing documents and 
emails. Great for communicating 
with clients and fellow researchers!

• Chart calculations cover a 10,800-
year timespan and have new  
Swiss-Ephemeris accuracy.

• Besides being compatible with 
Windows 95 and higher, JigSaw  
2.2 is fully compatible with Vista  
(including 64-bit) and Windows 7. 

“Fast proving itself to be 
an essential part of the  

rectifier’s toolkit.” 
 -- Considerations,  

Vol. 10, No. 3.

“The more I have used it, 
the more application I 

think of for it.” 
 -- Graham Bates,  

AA Journal
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Family Patterns 
features a first in the astrology world—a 
Group Astro Dynamics report, written by the 
renowned astrologer Bernadette Brady. It’s 
amazing what this can tell you about your 
family, company, organization or circle of 
friends. Just input three or more charts, and 
specify the type of group (family, social, peer, 
competitive or decision-making). Out comes 
 a report of up to 10 pages, giving you:
 The group’s house and sign emphasis 
 The prominent harmonic and mid-

point patterns, complete with  
an analysis of any vacant points

 Brady’s insightful interpretations 
revealing the patterns of the group, 
including what each individual con-
tributes to the group dynamic.

Rectification
can optionally be automated, to speed the 
work of professionals and enable beginners 
to deal with unknown birthtimes. You just 
enter the natal chart details, giving a range 
of possible times, and then input at least ten 
life events. Instantly JigSaw comes up with 
a list of suggested birthtimes ranked in order 
of the scores that they receive when tested 
against transits, progressions and directions. 

JigSaw also gives you full control to 
rectify manually.To help you select the most 
likely birthtime from the list of proposed 
times, it lets you recheck the life history 
against the suggested charts, letting you judge 
transits to the possible chart angles according 
to the type of event. As an aid to doing this, 
you can watch the transiting, progressed and 
solar-arc planets move around a chart wheel 
as you either click on each life event indi-
vidually or move steadily through time. 

Besides rectifying with transits, pro-
gressions (secondary and tertiary), and solar 
arc directions, you can use helio positions 
along with the usual geocentric.   

Even when you know the birthtime, 
JigSaw’s rectification module is useful for 
tracking how a chart has responded to tran-
sits in the past. This enables you to tweak a 
known birth time to improve the accuracy of 
forecasts. Plus—since it intelligently accepts 
input of events even when you don’t know the 
exact time or date—JigSaw is the perfect place 
to keep a record of all your life events.  

Research

  JigSaw 2.2,   $350  
  Upgrade  from version 1 or 2.0,  $99
  Upgrade  from version 2.1,  $25

To get you started, JigSaw includes  
a wealth of free databases: 

• Life events for Buzz Aldrin, Cyril 
Fagan and Richard Nixon

• 34 timed astronaut charts
• 43 timed British royal family charts
• 13 timed natal and event charts for 

the Kennedy family 
• 41 timed charts of U.S. presidents
• 21 dated charts of Australian prime 

ministers 
• 55 dated charts of popes
• 399 dated charts of stage and 

screen stars
• 629 dated charts of pub lished Aus-

tralian poets
• 500 worst storms, 1600-1990 CE
• 1,600 dated charts of popular musi-

cians
• 1,900 rainfall records 
• 130+prominent Australians,  

categorized by profession

JigSaw comes with different sets of interpreta-
tions specifically for each type of group.

The Family Patterns section also en-
ables you to manually search for patterns 
within groups of charts. In the Display mode, 
you can view charts side by side in linear 
rather than circular form. This immediately 
lets you see what degrees are shared by the 
charts in any harmonic. Once you have 
determined the pattern, you can click on 
the Delineate button and produce your own 
profile report with interpretations.  

JigSaw’s Family Patterns module provides 
a fascinating way to study any human group. 
It can also reveal the common patterns in stock 
market movements, earthquakes, weather 
events and other groups of related charts.

2.2

becomes much easier —and actually fun—
when you do it with JigSaw. To create a re-
search group, you can enter birth data directly 
into this program. For convenience, JigSaw2.1 
now includes the complete ACS PC Atlas, 
which automatically looks up the longitude, 
latitude and time changes for you.
 Alternatively, you can import charts 
from Solar Fire, Blue*Star, QuickCharts, 
Astrolabe Reports, Nova Chartwheels, or 
any other program in the Nova System. You 
can also use charts from the chart collections 
sold by Astrolabe (see page 14) or collections 
like the AstroDataBank. Plus, you can import 
chart data that is in plain text format.  

For all the charts in a large database, 
you can easily change the zodiac (tropical 
or any sidereal), house system (nine, plus 
equal from any point), node (mean or true) 
or coordinate system (geo or helio).  

Most important, JigSaw makes it easy to 
generate matched or random control groups. 
You can also easily separate specific charts 
(like all with Mars in Aries, etc.) into sep-
arate data files for further study. 

The data files that you create can be of 
unlimited length. To each record, you can 
add unlimited numeric or textual data fields, 
and then you can use JigSaw’s Boolean logic 
to select or filter the records in the file.

JigSaw’s powerful Criteria Search of-
fers an almost endless list of conditions you 
can search for. Just some of the possibilities 
include planets in signs, houses, decanates, es-
sential dignities, declinations and azimuths. 

Select any combination of criteria, and 
you’ll quickly get a graphic display of the 
results.  Both bar and polar graphs let you see 
in a flash whether the effect is worth pursuing, 
and tables give you the exact figures. To get an 
instant chi-square evaluation, you can simply 
click on any part of a table or graph.

JigSaw enables you to keep a file of 
notes on each of your projects. You can also 
make high-resolution printouts of all the 
charts, tables, graphs and diagrams, either 
for a personal record or for articles and re-
search papers. Plus, in the new 2.2 version, 
you can easily share your research results in 
emails and word processing documents.

Research 

Requires: Chip: Pentium or better. 
Drive:CD ROM. Hard disk: 10 mb free. 
Video: min. VGA; rec. XGA or better. 
RAM (min. & rec.): Windows 95, 98, 98
SE, 32/64 mb; Windows 2000, 72/144 
mb; Windows XP, 128/256 mb; 
Vista and Windows 7, 500mb/1gb. 

“Set JigSaw up in your PC (a 
few minutes only), enter data 
(no time at all), and expect 
to spend the rest of the day 
engrossed by the important 

relationships you’ll discover.”
--Ken Gillman, Considerations

T H E    N E W    T U T O R I A L    V E R S I O N
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As an added thoughtful touch, the opening screen dis-
plays the current day’s tetragram and its meaning.

The Imperial Astrologer takes 
Chinese astrology calculations 

far beyond the 12 animal signs. It 
also includes a 78-page tutorial that 
gets you started understanding and 
interpreting the calculations. The 
tables it generates include keywords, 
and there is a gracefuly written 
2-page natal interpretation by Malvin 
Artley that makes an attractive gift 
or item that you can sell.
 You start by entering birth 
data (with the help of a full built-in 
ACS Atlas) or using a chart already 
cast in Solar Fire. The Imperial 
Astrologer then computes your 
place in several Chinese methods of  
timekeeping, including the solar and 
lunar month and year, the day of the 
lunar month, and the Chinese double 
hours and minutes.  
 Then you can screen-view 
or print out both natal and predic-
tive tables, diagrams and lists. Your 
choices are:

A • Four Pillars diagram, listing 
and interpretive report. Based on 
the natal chart, this deals with 
the Year Pillar (animal sign and 
element, signifying one’s ances-
tors and social group), Month 
Pillar (birth family), Day Pillar 
(self and partner), Hour Pillar 
(children, friends, creativity) 
and Minute Pillar (legacy to the 
future). The listing includes the 
relationships among the pillars 
and elements, the constellation 
of the day, Japanese and Chinese 
versions of the 9-Star Ki, and the 
tetragram for the birth.

A• Tzu Wei natal chart and 
6-page tabulation with brief 
delineations on specific areas of 

The Imperial     Astrologer
    Your Gateway to                   Chinese Astrology

■ Imperial Astrologer, $130
   for Solar Fire users, $89

Requires: PC or Windows-enabled 
Mac with Windows 95, 98, ME, 
NT4 (with SP6), 2000, XP, Vista 
or Windows 7 with at least 32Mb 
RAM, 50 Mb free disk space, a 
640x480 screen and a Pentium or 
better processor. Internet connec-
tion needed for program updates. 

With its12 palaces, the Tzu Wei chart is reminiscent of 
a Western horoscope. The 5-page outline that comes 
with it describes your fate in 12 life departments. 

The Lifetime Fate map and accompanying  
Lifetime Fate Cycle printout indicate the benefac-
tor and driving force during each decade of your life. 

life. These include service, travel, 
health, finance, children, marriage, 
peers and siblings, destiny, par-
ents, karma, property and voca-
tion.

A • Chinese Calendar listing for 
the year following the chart date. 
Includes the dates and times of 
that year’s lunar months and also 
of its solar points (Chinese-named 
subdivisions of the tropical zodiac 
seasons).

A • Lifetime Fate map and listing 
of the elements and character of 
each decade of life.

An • Event Fate Cycle graph and 
listings of the current year’s pro-
gressed minute, hour, day, month 
and year pillars. Shows their sym-
bolism, subperiods that they cover, 
and their chances for strength, 
productivity, creativity, learning 
and balance.   

With The Imperial Astrologer doing 
the complex calculations and provid-
ing lots of keyword and tutorial help, 
you’ll be well on the way to practicing 
Chinese astrology. You’ll also have the 
fun of generating a Chinese mini-report 
for your friends, family and customers. 
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Early Astrology by Rumen Kolev 

For full  details on Rumen Kolev’s programs, visit  http://Alabe.com/Placidus.html. 

Chart Collections  

More than 600 20th-century achievers and 
newsmakers, all with timed charts taken 
straight from birth certificates by Janice 
Mackey and Jessica Saunders. Includes 
many life-event dates.
 Contemporary Data Collection, $50

Includes over 500 historical figures, from 
the Emperor Augustus to the first test-tube 
baby. Compiler Arthur Blackwell has put in 
years of painstaking research, not only into 
biographies, but also into the timekeeping 
conventions of other times and places.  He 
includes some life events.
 Historical Data Collection, $50

Nick Campion offers the charts from his 
celebrated Book of World Horoscopes 
handily pre-cast for you with brief com-
ments. This famous collection of more than 
400 charts of nations and historical events is 
based on decades of painstaking research. 
 Book of World Horoscopes, $85

 
Courtney Conrad has compiled three col-
lections of timed and untimed charts from 
major areas of American sports from the 
1990s and earlier. She includes sources and 
brief biographies. 
 The Basketball database includes hun-
dreds of charts of basketball teams, players, 
staff and events.  
 The Football database includes more 
than 1,500 charts of  U.S. football teams, 
players, staff and important events. 
 The General Athletics database includes 
more than 200 charts for figures in baseball, 
basketball, football, skating,  golf,  tennis, 
Olympics and NASCAR racing. 
 U.S. Athletic Collection, $50

These carefully sourced charts are usable with  
Solar Fire, Nova Chartwheels, Solar Maps, Jig- 
Saw, Imperial Astrologer and Astrolabe Reports. 

Modern Celebrities

Great Figures in History

National Horoscopes 

U.S. Sports Players and Teams

The Ultimate Tool for Ancient and In Mundo Astrology
Recently released, the new Placidus 7 combines the primary directions and 
Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval techniques of Dr Kolev’s earlier programs with a 
whole new and very complete module for Mesopotamian astrology.
     Comparative Primary Directions. Calculating virtually all types of prima-
ries, you can see which yields the best event timing. Comparative tables show 
hit dates produced by 8 different time-arc conversion keys, including Ptolemy, 
Cardan, Naibod, Placidus, Kepler, Kuendig, Van Dam, Sun’s travel on birth-
date, and user-defined. Direction types include Placidean, Regio and Topo-
centric, zodiacal or in mundo, direct or converse. Promissors and significators 
include 170 fixed stars.  Additional goodies include speculums—Placidus (clas-
sic or under the pole), Regio, Campanus and Topocentric, plus one for Alcabitius 
house cusps—and a 360-division Gauquelin wheel (a.k.a. Placidus mundoscope) 
that clearly shows in mundo aspects and parans. Plus, an impressive celestial 
sphere shows in mundo relationships in the chart and how they change when 
points are directed. Selecting from its more than 100 menu choices, you can also 
use it to explore fixed stars, great circles, coordinate systems and houses. 
     Comparative Hellenistic, Arabic and Medieval Techniques. Special glyphs and 
color-coding show the traditional cosmic state of each point in a natal or animated 
chart wheel. Menus let you choose points, calculation methods (like different ways of 
calculating the Almuten) and make comparisons (like showing the hyleg, alcocoden 
and almuten according to 10 different sources).    
    Mesopotamian. In this brand-new module a new “3d” chart wheel shows the 
ecliptic, horizon and meridian, zenith and nadir, and the 3 Babylonian celestial 
paths—all against a background of fixed stars. Plus, you can see the quality of 
each ecliptic degree (lucid, shadowy, dark, or empty), equinoxes and solstices, 
dodekatemoria and oktotopos “houses.” In addition to the usual tropical Ptole-
maic zodiac, the ecliptic ring can show 2 types of Babylonian zodiac     
     New deeper coverage of stellar and planetary heliacal phases includes the 
ability to plot them as sensitive points on a chart (including showing succes-
sive heliacal Venus phases as a pentagram). To better pinpoint when a heliacally 
rising body is actually first visible, an “atmospheric extinction” factor, based 
on over 230 first-hand observations, is added to the geometrical calculations. 
There’s also a handy chronological listing of heliacal and other celestial events. 
Windows 98 through 7 (32- and 64-bit).
 Placidus 7 (Primary Directions + Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval + Mesopotamian),  $480
  Upgrade from Placidus 6 to Placidus 7,  $120
  Upgrade from Placidus 4 or 5 to Placidus 7,  $190
You can also get subsets of Placidus 7, containing only the modules you need:
 Placidus 6 (Primary Directions  +  Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval),  $360
 Placidus 5 (Primary Directions) (32-bit only),  $290
 Porphyrius Magus 2 (Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval   +  Mesopotamian),  $250
 Porphyrius Magus 1  (Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval ),  $160

Dr Kolev’s Earlier Mesopotamian Program 
Babylonia features a static and animated “3d” view of planets and stars, plus 
tables and diagrams showing planetary diurnal and heliacal cycles in any epoch. 
It converts dates to and from the Babylonian/Jewish calendar, and includes the 
Rochberg collection of Babylonian horoscopes. 32-bit Windows 98 through Vista. 
 Babylonia 1.5 (Babylonian Astrology), $120



Accessory Programs 

Sublime Screensaver
Zone out on ever-changing 
mandalas of jewel-like color 
based on the cross, star, spiral, 
wheel and astrological glyphs. 
Select the symbols, speed, and 
other variables as you wish.
Also includes copyright-free 
cosmic photos from NASA 
and Hubble. Windows 98 
through Windows 7.                
 Cosmic Ray 2,  $20

Complete Astro Font
This medium-weight TrueType and 
Type 1 font has all the regular and Ura-
nian planets, major asteroids, signs and 
aspect symbols easily accessible on the 
keyboard. Plus, using the Alt key gives 
access to alternative planet and sign 
symbols, Moon phases, subscripts, stars 
from three to many points, and more. 
Proportionally spaced and with serifs, 
this font looks especially good in text.
 Astrolabe Font 1, $50
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Living in Sync with the Moon
This handy little program helps you live in tune with the Moon by supplying 
all manner of useful information on its cycles. In colorful strips that you can 
mix and match, you’ll be able to see the Moon’s current phase and position 
(tropical or sidereal) • next new/full Moon and upcoming eclipse • void of 
course times • Arabic lunar mansion and Vedic nakshatra • conjunctions to the 
Nodes and the points square the Nodes (traditionally known as the “bendings”) 
• apogee and perigee • and phase angle with the Sun. 
     For you personally it also gives dates/times of your lunar returns and lunar 
phase returns (fertility chart—same Sun-Moon angle as at birth). 
     Plus, gardeners will find the best times to plant, weed and eradicate pests, 
and those living near the sea will find the days of spring and neap tides. 
Windows 2000, ME, XP, Vista or Windows 7.                     AstroTides, $65

Creating Wondrous Mandalas 
from Any Planetary Pair
You select a pair of planets, a planet to view 
them from, a start date, an interval, the num-
ber of steps, and a color scheme. The Astro-
logical Mandalas program then draws lines 
between the two planets at regular time in-
tervals, or plots the two orbits in relation to 
each other. The result? Patterns of spectacular 
mathematical beauty! Many patterns suggest 
the qualities of the planets involved. 
      For inspiration, you can also view pre-

done mandalas 
in slideshow or 
random mode. 
Besides enjoy-
ing mandalas 
on the screen, 
you can print 
and save them. 
Except for the 

Moon, all the regular planets are included, 
plus the 8 Uranian planets, Ceres, Pallas, 
Juno, Vesta, Chiron and Eris. Windows XP 
through 7, with 262 mb disk space. 
 Astrological Mandalas, $19.95

Converting the Chart to Music
Designed by bestselling New Age compos-
er Gerald Jay Markoe, the Astro*Music 
program calculates the chart, and then 
converts it into mathematical ratios that 
correspond to tones and rhythms. Starting 
with the standard settings, you can create 
different effects by varying the pitch, tem-
po, chords and orchestration. You can play 
this music on your computer, record it for 
future plays, or print the note sequences as 
a basis for written compositions.  
    You can also play the music of the current 
moment, hearing the tones subtly change 
as the planets move across the sky at your 
locality. Many have found the music of 
“now” and the music of their own chart to 
be a profound meditative experience.
       As a bonus, you also receive a free Best 
of the Pleiades CD, compiling the most 
popular tracks from Gerald Jay Markoe’s 
best-selling albums of celestial music. 
Windows or Windows-enabled Mac.
 Astro*Music (+ Bonus CD), $39.95
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Instructional CDs and DVDs
Getting the Most 
from Solar Fire, 
with Madalyn Hillis-Dineen

In easy-to-follow graded lessons, Madalyn takes you 
step by step from the beginning essentials of using So-

lar Fire Gold all the way up to becoming a power user. 

     DVD 1: The Basics ($75, 1 hr 55 min) shows how to ini-
tially set preferences, create and edit fi les, cast charts of all 
types, and view Solar Fire’s wealth of informational list-
ings. It also answers many questions users most often ask. 

     DVD 2: Browsing through Time and Customizing Solar Fire ($75, 
1 hr 45 min) shows how to use Solar Fire’s dynamic forecasting features, 
including its animated chart, its lists of transiting, progressed and directed 
hits, and its graphic ephemeris, ephemeris generator, and eclipse and elec-
tional searches. It also shows how to customize Solar Fire: how to create 
wheels and pages that perfectly suit your needs, how to add your own in-
sights to the interpretations, and how to use the “Astrologer’s Assistant” 
feature to. automate complex tasks. 
     DVD 3: What’s New ($50, 1 hr 5 min) takes you on a guided tour of 
more recent Solar Fire features, including its customizable transit calendars, 
decorative page designs, and searches through the ephemeris or your chart 
fi les for virtually any combination of astrological factors that you specify. 
The DVDs are available either individually or as a set.

 Getting the Most from Solar Fire, 3-DVD set,  $165

Carolyn Egan’s Long-Range Weather Forecasting Course

Whether or not you intend to make astrological weather forecasting your specialty, adding its tech-
niques to your skill repertory will enable you to help clients schedule important weather-depen-

dent events like weddings and trips. This easy-to-follow, carefully graded course builds upon the classic 
weather teachings of C.C. Zain and George McCormack with 15 additional years of testing and observa-
tion by astro-weather expert Carolyn Egan. The CD format enables you to go from frame to frame at your 
own pace, listening to her clear and organized presentation while viewing (and, if you wish, printing) the 
charts and handouts. 
     CD 1: The Basics ($75) covers the weather-related meanings of planets and aspects, and an introduc-

tion to ingress and lunar phase charts for seasonal and weekly predictions. As examples, there are beginning analyses of 
three types of destructive and deadly weather events: a Gulf coast hurricane, a Midwest tornado, and a Santa Ana winds 
fi restorm.
     CD 2: Beyond the Basics ($75) contains a more detailed analysis of the three major example storms, with the full charts 
and aspect lists included. It covers how to predict wind velocity and timing, and how to use locational charts to pinpoint 
where weather events will occur. It also presents advanced techniques, including midpoints, declinations, and comparing 
the ingress and lunar phase charts. Plus, there are detailed steps for constructing daily and 13-week forecasts, and also a 
comprehensive study of a major storm.  As a bonus, there is a resource list, including recommended books and software, 
where to fi nd free charts, and links to useful web pages.
  Besides showing how one astrologer uses Solar Fire in practice, this course also presents a clear and systematic 
method for reading charts that is applicable to all the work that you do. The CDs are available singly or as a set.

 Long-Range Weather Forecasting Course, 2-CD set,  $125

Secrets of a 
Locality Astrologer, 
with Madalyn Hillis-Dineen

Madalyn, a certifi ed Astro*Carto*Graphy 
interpreter and well-known lecturer on 

locational astrology, uses the complete ver-
sion of the Solar Maps program (now built 
into Solar Fire Gold v8) to demonstrate in-
depth how to factor a person’s location into 
an astrological reading. 
    She shows the use of planet and midpoint 
Astro*Carto*Graphy and other lines in natal 
and relationship readings, and how to forecast 
using transiting, progressed and directed lines. 
    She also gives extensive meanings for the 
lines, including lines for the eight hypotheti-
cal planets of the Uranian system. 
    As a bonus, she demonstrates how to use 
the locality-specifi c paran clock in Nova 
Chartwheels as a daily personal event timer.   
     Throughout, Madalyn illustrates her points 
with fascinating case histories drawn from 
the charts of famous people.

  Secrets of a Locality Astrologer DVD,  $75
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The cornerstone of a  
great report collection:  
the classic natal reading
Over the years, Professional Natal Report has 
helped thousands to use the strengths of each  
of their planets, to be aware of the excesses, and 
to rejoice in their own individuality. This report 
is noted for its solid astrology, helpful advice, 
and an exemplary thoroughness that includes 
delineations even for minor aspects like the 
quincunx and semisquare, for empty houses, 
and for less- as well as more-than-average 
emphasis in elements and modes.
 Version 2’s expanded 150,000-word text 
database includes revised interpretations, 
new introductions, and a complete set of 
Chiron delineations by Ronnie Gale 
Dreyer. Reports average about 30 pages. 
As a bonus, you can add an attractive  
illustrated 12-page “astrology in a nutshell” 
supplement to the printouts. 
 As with all Astrolabe reports, you can  
create and store different report versions for 
different uses. You can omit sections, change 
the type and formatting, select the style of  
the graphic wheel page or omit the wheel en-
tirely, insert your own ad page, and choose your 
own aspect orbs and house system (there are 
40!). This program also allows you to rewrite 
the text and adjust the weight given to each 
planet in tallying the elements and modes. 
 The remarkable flexibility, complete-
ness and good, solid astrology in this 
natal report makes it an ideal foundation 
program for all the reports that you do.
	 Professional Natal Report  

v.2 for Windows, $295
	 Upgrade from v.1 for Windows, $50
	 Upgrade from DOS or Mac pNR 

or Advanced Natal Report,  $150

Transits, progressions  
and solar arcs, all in one in-
sightful, multi-purpose  
forecast package 
With its 5 major text databases totaling 
over 800 pages of interpretations, the 
Professional Forecaster is several report 
programs in one—an encyclopedic 
predictive program that includes not 
only transits, progressions and solar arc 
directions to the natal chart, but also 
progressed-to-progressed and transit-to-
transit aspects and ingresses. 
   In any given report you can mix forecast-
ing techniques and the selection of planets 
and aspects in virtually any combination. 
With the pre-made report formats that 
are included, you can start out right away 
doing weekly, monthly and yearly forecast 
reports, with appropriate options selected for 
you. You can also do solar arc reports and 
mundane (world events) forecasts. If you 
wish, you can modify the existing report 
formats or create additional ones, adding 
them to the program’s menus and button 
bars for instant recall.  
 You can of course control fonts, margins, 
and the selection of planets just as you can 
with the other Astrolabe reports. You can 
also choose whether to print natal and 
progressed wheels and a handy summary 
list of the transiting and progressed events. 
You can even include a yearly bar graph 
of transits, progressions, directions and 
ingresses that makes it easy to see how 
these overlap in time.  
  Bruce Scofield’s mammoth 500,000-
word text database reflects his many years 
of experience with clients. He includes 
interpretations not only for nine types of 
transiting, progressed and directed aspects, 
but also for sign and house ingresses, direct 
and retrograde stations, and the void-of-
course Moon in the signs. If you wish, you 
can add your own touches to his text, or 
rewrite as much of the text as you wish. 
  With its huge text database and many 
options, the Professional Forecaster 
enables you to create a wide variety of 
predictive reports for sale, for professional 
use, and to track your own life and the 
lives of people you care about.  

	 Professional Forecaster,  $250   
	 Upgrade from Daily and/or  

Progressed Astro-Report, $125      

Professional Natal Report  
includes:

Natal wheel, position and aspect lists 
Hemisphere, element, mode and  

sign emphasis
Major Challenges (hard aspects)
Sustaining Strengths (soft aspects)
Rounding Out the Picture  

(minor aspects)
Houses: Bringing the Planets Down  

to Earth  (signs on and in houses, 
emphasis or lack in houses,  
planets in sign and house)

AstrolAbe 
Reports 

4:36:48 AM EDT Transiting Jupiter 
square natal Mars  - Exact. ** 
22°48' Virgo to 22°48' Gemini 
Begins Aug 17 2004 7:28:36 AM EDT 
Ends Aug 27 2004 12:02:33 AM EDT 
This transit excites and energizes. You 
could be active and productive now, or  
you could get carried away with yourself. 
Don’t get caught up in your own ego 
needs. Regulate your impulses and com-
petitive instincts.

4:47:28 AM EDT Solar arc Ascendant 
conjunct natal Pluto  - Exact. * 
18°04' Leo to 18°04' Leo 
Personal change and evolution. Disrup-
tions and crises. Events that shape one’s 
personality. Social pressures and demands. 
Needing to be somewhere. Meetings with 
others in a state of change or crisis. The 
need to change, clean or purify things.

The Main Emphasis in Your Chart 
The general distribution of planets around 
you at your birth is one of the things that 
shows the overall shape of your person-
ality. Before taking a closer look at the 
details, let’s stand back for a moment to 
see whether your chart contains any obvi-
ous emphasis in a sign, group of signs, or 
other division of the horoscope wheel.

There are many planets in Fire signs. 
With many planets in either Aries, Leo or 
Sagittarius, you are likely to be one of the 
original self-starters. Passionate and full of 
strong feelings and ideals, you do not need 
external stimuli to get you moving in new 
directions. Drama is your mantra. Perceiving 
life as a game with high stakes, you are just as 
passionate when you win as when you lose. 

From Professional Natal Report:

From Professional Forecaster:

Insightful text, plus  
a striking presentation,  

equals the finest,  
most salable reports  

on the market.
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“Eroscope was a hoot! I enjoyed 
all that good-natured raunch and 
passion. I think it will indeed 
be a hit.” -- M.M., Boston MA

“Absolutely fabulous! Uncannily 
accurate and personal. I was sorry 
when it ended -- I wanted more. 
Keep up the insane work!” -- P.B., 
New Milford NJ

“I laughed out loud, grinned, 
blushed and got indignant once or 
twice (which is a good thing!!). I 
loved the report's sassy, feisty style 
and the pro-active suggestions 
were usable. Clever job!” -- C. H., 
Malibu, CA

Combines synastry 
and composite charting 
in one complete 
love and marriage report
Now you can look at a relationship from 
all angles, combining the best of classical 
chart-comparison practice with the more 
modern technique of composite charting.
   The fi rst section appraises each partner's 
basic temperament from emphasis in 
elements, modes, signs and houses. Then 
there’s a study of the sign on, rulership of, 
and planets in each person's 5th, 7th and 
8th houses of romance, partnership and 
sex. Then comes how the two charts relate 
to each other, with aspects between the two 
charts and an interpretation of the planets 
of each person in the other’s houses. 
   The second section creates one composite 
chart out of the two birth charts, and reads 
it much like a natal chart to describe the 
quality of the relationship itself.  
  Joan Negus’s all-new text database totals 
over 500 pages and covers a variety of 
ways each combination can play out. She 
discusses both strengths and weaknesses, 
and offers many practical suggestions for 
building on the strengths to create a happy 
and satisfying long-term relationship.

A playful take on sex
EroScope ze roes in on a person’s love-
making style and sex u al needs. It be-
 gins, “If you are look ing for a ro man tic, 
lovey-dovey as trol o gy re port, you won’t 
fi nd it within these pages. In stead, you'll 
fi nd a scent that's musky, and a feel that’s 
moist.” This feisty and free-wheeling 
romp through the sexual side of a chart is 
un like any thing you’ve ever seen! 
    You’ll fi nd delineations of ev ery thing 
from the Ascendant (“your animal skin”)  to 
the Sun  (“your vital and en er get ic glow”), 
Moon (“that swirl ing trop i cal cocktail of 
milky needs”), to Plu to  (that “scalding caul-
 dron of death and rebirth”). The report of fers 
all kinds of kinky and spirited sug ges tions 
for ways to have fun and chal lenge your 
bound aries. EroScope prints out to about 
25 pages and in cludes illustrations.
 EroScope,  $250
 Upgrade from Sex-O-Scope,  $125

Diana’s Moon is in your Eighth House.
Diana may be gentle and tender in your sexual 
activities, so that you feel especially loved 
and nurtured in this area of your life. The 
other extreme, however, could be that she is 
inconsistent when it comes to sex — some-
 times wholeheartedly involved and at other 
times just not in the mood. If your sex life is 
an emotional roller coaster, you could fi nd it 
exciting not knowing what to expect next. But 
if you yearn for continual emotional support 
and tender loving care, you might get it by 
showing it. Nurture your partner a little. 

Charles’s Pluto is trine Diana’s As cen dant.
This may be truly a transformative re la tion-
 ship from which you each emerge greatly 
changed. In particular, Charles is able to 
help Diana transform her body and her 
manner of ap proach ing the world. There 
may also be an especially strong physical 
attraction between you. 

Your composite Sun is in Virgo.
As a couple you and your partner can get 
ego gratifi cation from working hard and be-
ing of service. In fact, it is easier for you to 
work than to play. You will strive to attain 
practical goals, but it is essential that you 
earn those goals, and so you may mistrust 
rewards that come too easily . . . . 

Enticing Venus is in Leo 
With Venus in Leo, male or female, you are 
delightfully easy on the eyes, in some sunny, 
inexplicable way. Creative sunlight beams 
out from various places on your body, giv-
ing it that ray-of-sunshine-bursting-through-
the-clouds effect. When in love, you are 
affectionate and radiate joy at your partner 
and the sur round ing world.  Your desire 
nature burns fi ery and ebullient, and you are 
openly expressive and passionate with the 
objects of your benign adoration. You expect 
the same adoration in return, and if you do 
not receive this, you will place your fi erce 
lion jaws (and claws) about your lover’s 
neck until your lover responds ac cord ing ly.  
If they do respond, they’ll receive your great 
bounty of warmth and heat to light their 
nerve endings with scarlet fi re. . . .

From EroScope:

From Complete Relationship Report:

 Complete  Relationship  Report, $250
	 Upgrade from Contact and/or 

Composite Astro-Report, $125       

To run As tro labe report
programs, you’ll need

at least Windows 95; a 100 mHz 486 
computer; 16 Mb RAM (32 Mb rec om-
 mend ed; 500 Mb for Vista or Windows 7); 
15 Mb of hard disk space for fi rst report, 
5 Mb for each ad di tion al report, 8 Mb for 
ACS PC Atlas; 256-color SVGA dis play 
(16-bit colors rec om mend ed); and a printer.

To view sam ple re ports 
for famous people visit ALABE.COM or 
phone 800 843-6682 (U.S./ Can a da) or 
508 896-5081 (elsewhere). You can 
also get a personalized report for you 
or a friend. Save your invoice, and 
you can later apply the full purchase 
price to a purchase of the report pro-
gram. See pages 20-21 for details. 

With your first 
astrological report 

program you’ll get a free
standalone version of the ACS Atlas. You’ll  
also be able to cast, retrieve, use, easily or-
ganize and search for Solar Fire 5/6 as well 
as Nova-format charts . . . design reports by 
choosing fonts, sections included, etc.  . . . cre-
ate different report versions for different uses
. . . and preview and edit reports on-screen. 

As tro lAbe
Reports 
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The Divine Feminine
in a patriarchal world
The fi rst four asteroids to be discovered, 
Ceres, Pallas Athene, Juno and Vesta take 
their identities from the major Greek deities 
that are omitted from the usu al set of as tro-
 log i cal planets. A divine feminine quarterni-
ty, they form a self-con tained sym bol sys tem 
that provides special ex tra in sights into is sues 
like parenting and nur ture, ca reer, part ner-
 ships, sexuality and spir i tu al growth. 
  The Asteroid Goddesses re port is based 
on Demetra George’s and Douglas Bloch's 
ground-breaking book of the same name, 
but it pro vides ex pand ed de lin ea tions and 
new con cepts not found else where.                    
    After an in for ma tive in tro duc tion to as ter-
 oids in as trol o gy, the re port dis cuss es each 
of these four key goddesses, in clud ing a 
re tell ing of her myth, the life stage she rules, 
plus interpreta tions of her sign and house
and of her as pects to the rest of the chart.
 Since this report refl ects the unique views 
of experts in the fi eld, it is not editable. As 
with the other Astrolabe reports,  though, 
you can design the look of the print outs, 
choose house systems, and omit sec tions to 
make short er reports. The re ports av er age 50 
pag es, giving detailed, in-depth in for ma tion 
about deal ing with the goddess en er gies in 
both women and men. 
  Asteroid Goddesses by Demetra 

George & Douglas Bloch,  $295

The instruction manual 
that you wish had come 
with your child
Gloria Star’s Optimum*Child report de tails 
the needs, potentials and probable de vel-
 op men tal course of any child from infancy 
through teen years. Written in a chatty, easy-
to-read style, each report cov ers the child’s 
per son al i ty type, how to promote in tel lec tu al 
and physical de vel op ment, how to un der-
 stand the child's unique emo tion al make up, 
and how best to foster his or her creativity 
and spir i tu al i ty. An extra chapter on how the 
child is likely to view the parents can contain 
some sur pris ing and helpful in sights.
     Optimum*Child reports are an ideal gift 
for new parents. They’re also a rich source 
of ideas and strat e gies for any parent or 
teach er who wishes to give a child the 
best pos si ble start in life. These re ports are 
packed with in for ma tion to help caregiv-
ers un der stand a child’s unique ness, deal 
with special prob lems, and, most impor-
tant,  nur ture his or her in born gifts.
  The Optimum*Child report reflects 
the observations of Gloria Star, who is a 
spe cial ist in child astrology and who has 
written a best-sell ing book on the subject. 
For this rea son, the au thor’s name and 
copy right notice ap pear in all re ports, and 
the in di vid u al re ports and the text da ta-
 base itself cannot be re writ ten by the user. 
The user can, how ev er, de sign the look of 
the print outs, choose house sys tems, and 
omit sections to make shorter re ports. The 
typical Optimum*Child report gives 20-25 
pages of insightful and in for ma tive text and 
has become a fa vor ite with our users.
 Optimum*Child by Gloria Star,  

$250

The Sun Sign and Ego Development 
The sign of Meryl’s Sun will show how 
she might like to be perceived, what she 
needs in order to feel motivated toward 
achievement, and what makes her feel 
signifi cant and special in the world. This 
aspect of a child’s per son al i ty tends to 
become more apparent after the earliest 
years, as the full expression of the ego 
takes some time to develop. However, 
even early on, Meryl is likely to show at 
least some of the qualities of her Sun sign. 

In Meryl’s case, childhood years may be 
long-remembered, since her Cancerian 
Sun stimulates a special fondness for 
family and the associated ex pe ri enc es 
that identify family ties. As a baby, Meryl 
prefers close physical contact. . . . 

Pallas in Aquarius
This suggests that your creative in tel-
 li gence is best expressed through original 
or futuristic perception. You can perceive 
possibilities that are on the cutting edge of 
whatever fi eld you pursue. 

As a healer, you could well heal through 
the mind, particularly addressing people’s 
social circle, as in relational psy chol o gy. 
You could also be attracted to the very lat-
est advances in medicine, or to “far-out” 
concepts such as vibrational or energy 
healing that make use of sound, color or 
light. The science of homeopathy might 
also fall into this category. 

As an artist, you may be attracted to new 
or radical art forms that are ahead of their 
time, or be adept at bringing the latest . . .

From Optimum*Child:

From Asteroid Goddesses:

Learn more about these essential 
archetypes in your nature:
Ceres, the Mother, known to the 
Greeks as Demeter. This great goddess 
of the creation and cyclic continuity of 
life speaks of our nurturing qualities, our 
bonds with our children, our re la tion ship 
with food, and our recovery from loss.

Pallas, the Daughter, known more 
commonly as Athene. Sprung from the 
brow of  Zeus, she rules strategy, heal-
ing and the practical arts. She reveals 
the creative wisdom in all of us. 

Juno, the Wife, known to the Greeks 
as Hera, consort of Zeus. She tells us 
how we approach marriage and other 
com mit ted re la tion ships.

Vesta, the Sister, known to the Greeks 
as Hestia. The goddess of the hearth, 
she also shows how we tend the inner 
fl ame of our spirituality and also, sur-
prisingly, our sexual energies.

Please note:  Your purchase of a report 
pro gram licenses you to sell its printouts at 
any price, in any geographical area, as long 
as they are created on paper by your printer. 
You may advertise reports on the Internet, 
but your li cense does not in clude deliver-
ing the reports online in elec tron ic form.

The “Signature Series” reports 
Optimum*Child, Asteroid Goddesses  

and Mayan Life Path Astrology
 carry the byline of famous as trol o gers
 and refl ect their own expert in sights.

Unlike the other reports,
Signature Series reports are not editable.

As tro lAbe
Reports 
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The psychological power  
of Mayan astrology
Fascinated by the ancient Maya/Aztec astro-
logical tradition, astrologer Bruce Scofield 
spent decades surveying the source material, 
speaking with current native practitioners, 
and pondering what these mysterious and 
powerful ancient symbols could mean in 
modern life. Not content with mere theory, 
he then checked and refined his interpreta-
tions in the light of many hundreds of client 
and celebrity charts. The result is the Mayan 
Life Path Astrology report.
         Each report begins by describing and 
picturing one of the 20 Mayan/Aztec day-
signs. Like our Sun signs, these signs, which 
have names like Wind, Alligator, Earthquake 
and Flower, each describe a fundamental 
character type. This is overlaid and enriched 
with other cycles—including the cycle of 4 
Venus phases, which, mirroring stages in the 
journey of the god Quetzalcoatl, depicts a 
person’s orientation toward others. 
      Together, all these layers create a psy-
chologically penetrating portrait of a per-
son’s core character, unconscious motiva-
tions, orientation toward others, deepest life 
purpose, and traits shared with others born 
in the same year. While it usually reinforces 
what your Western chart says, Mayan Life 
Path Astrology also provides a new slant 
and many valuable new insights. 
      As a bonus, each 15-page report includes  
“peak” or turning-point dates for the cur-
rent 5-year period, plus a mini-course on 
this exotic but highly sophisticated and 
psychologically revealing tradition. 
 Mayan Life Path Astrology by 

Bruce Scofield,  $250
 Upgrade from DOS Maya/Aztec 

Report,  $125
Personal Numerology includes:

The Weekday of Birth: its significance 
Life Path (day-month-year total)
Emotional Motivation (first vowel  

and vowel total) 
Impression Made on Others  

(consonant total)
Path to Self-Expression, including 

career suggestions (letter total) 
Life Purpose (birthdate-name total, 

and its corresponding Tarot key)
Karmic Lessons and Subconscious 

Response (missing digits in name)
Major Life Periods, Turning Points 

and Challenges
Current year, month and day numbers

Additional insights 
through numerology
Personal Numerology adds a unique slant 
not provided by astrology, and it has special 
market potential because it needs no time 
or place of birth. Delineating the numbers 
found in the name and birthdate, it casts 
light on a person’s destiny, major tasks, 
talents, skills and life cycles in a way that 
can show the whole sweep of a lifetime in 
a few pages. At the end, there’s a close-up 
view of the year, month and day numbers 
for any two-year period that you specify.  
     This revised and expanded version 
has all-new introductory material, lucky 
numbers for each current month, optional 
master numbers above 22, discussions of 
the weekday of birth and the first vowel in 
the name, and two years, rather than one, 
of current progressed numbers. It also has a 
picture and discussion of the Tarot card that 
corresponds to the name-date total, and it 
gives suggestions for using theTarot to carry 
the numerology reading further. These addi-
tions, plus a fuller, more flowing text, expand  
the average report to 15 or more pages.
     This version of Personal Numerology 
is also more customizable than ever. You can 
choose Pythagorean, Chaldean or your own 
letter-number equivalents, reduce the birth-
date in five different ways, calculate life-cycle 
lengths by three different methods, choose 
when to treat Y and W as vowels, select 
whatever sections you want to include--and, 
of course, rewrite the text as you please.
 Personal Numerology,  $225
 Upgrade from DOS version,  $99

“Scofield’s delineations of the day-
signs are like x-rays that cut to the 
basic issues confronting the human 
personality.” -- Anthony Louis, M.D., 
psychiatrist; author of Horary Astrology  

From Mayan Life Path Astrology:

From Personal Numerology:

Your name total is 1.
The Expression number 1 makes you tend 
to be a strong individualist, both self-reliant 
and dependable. A natural leader, you’re at 
your best when in charge. You’re capable in 
almost any business or art form, and your 
possibilities are unlimited when you can do 
your own thing. Directness is one of your 
great strengths, but do not let your ego and 
impatience get in the way of your effective-
ness. Also, take care that your mind does 
not run ahead of your ability to  
implement your ideas. 

Careers Offering the Best Self-Expression
With 1 as your Expression number,  
consider these kinds of jobs: 

The Boss: director, manager or owner of a busi-
ness; advertising executive . . . .

With Grass as your day-sign, you are 
likely to be a sensitive person. You may 
be emotionally fragile, psychic, or simply 
acutely aware of the emotional and psychic 
dynamics that go on around you. It is 
this awareness that is at the core of your 
politeness and personal refinement. You 
like people, and you want to be of help to 
others, but you are easily hurt by criticism 
or rejection. If something upsets you, how-
ever, you will seldom reveal this to others. 
On the surface you are compromising, but 
you are resilient underneath. 

Possessed of strong, almost driving, 
ambitions, you work very hard to achieve 
your goals. You don’t overstress yourself, 
however. It is your persistence that counts 
the most. While you are competitive, 
you prefer to avoid direct competition. 
Working alone is often a good solution to 
your primary dilemma of self-interest vs. 
compromise. Ultimately, you want peace, 
almost at all costs, and will work very hard 
to avoid a fight or even bad feelings. . . .

Grass

AstrolAbe 
Reports 



Professional Natal Report
In this best-selling, nicely laser-printed birth-chart report, Steve 
Blake’s friendly, literate text helps you to know and accept your 
strengths and weaknesses, and suggests constructive ways to use 
your unique qualities. The report also explains key astrological 
ideas, making them understandable to all. Even the minor aspects, 
lunar node, and asteroid Chiron are interpreted (with new Chiron 
delineations by Ronnie Gale Dreyer). About 20-25 pages in all.  
Specify birth date, time and place, $25; Abridged version for 
unknown birth times, $15.  

EroScope 
This wacky, wild and free-wheeling astro-expose of lovemak-
ing styles and sexual needs tells you about everything from 
your Ascendant (your “animal skin”), to the Sun (your “vital 
and energetic glow”), Moon (that “swirling tropical cocktail of 
milky needs”) and Pluto (that “scalding cauldron of death and 
rebirth”). On the way, it gives you countless kinky and spirited 
suggestions for ways to have fun and challenge your boundaries. 
About 25 pages. Specify birth date, time and place. $25.

Asteroid Goddesses 
Examine the feminine archetypes within by taking a look at the 
“goddess” asteroids Ceres, Pallas, Juno and Vesta. Based on 
Demetra George’s ground-breaking bestseller of the same name, 
this report gives both men and women valuable insights into 
their nurturing style, relationships, career, sexuality and  spiritual 
growth. You get 40-50 pages of text describing the sign and house 
placement of these four major asteroids as well as their aspects 
with each other and the other planets in the birth chart. $35. 

Reports on the Birth Chart

Optimum*Child 
Child-astrology expert Gloria Star details the needs and potentials 
of a child from infancy through teen years. Written in a chatty, 
easy-to-read style, each 20- to 25-page report covers the child's 
personality type, how to promote intellectual and physical devel-
opment, how to understand the child’s unique emotional makeup, 
and how best to foster his or her creativity and spirituality. This 
is an ideal gift for new parents as well as a rich source of ideas 
and strategies for any parent or teacher. $25.

Mayan Life Path Astrology 
Get a different slant on your character with Bruce Scofield’s 
amazing Mayan Life Path Astrology! This unusual report  
finds where your birth falls in the Mayan/Aztec sacred calendar and 
shows what this means for your character and fate. With remarkable 
psychological insight, it describes the meaning of your day-sign, 
your place in the 13-day Mayan “week,” your Venus phase, your 
Aztec ruling deity, and your birth year. As a bonus, you get a 5-year 
Peak Date forecast plus a mini-course in Maya/Aztec astrology.  
Birth time and place recommended but not required. 15 pages. $20

Personal Numerology 
Using your full birthdate and name as given at birth, we’ll 
calculate and explain your personal numbers for motivation, 
impression, expression, karma, subconscious response, destiny, 
life cycles, turning points and major and minor challenges. You 
also get career suggestions, your personal Tarot significator, 
and monthly and daily numbers for the current two-year period. 
Please send your birthdate, your full name as given at birth, and 
the starting month for your two-year progressions. $20.

Astrolabe Report Printouts

How to Order Report Printouts and Chart Calculations
Placing Your Order: Mail your order to Astrolabe, Box 1750, 
Brewster, MA  02631,  phone it to 1-800-843-6682 or (508) 896-
5081 (Mondays through Fridays from 10am to 5:30pm Eastern U.S. 
time), fax it to (508) 896-5387, or order online at http://alabe.com. 
When ordering, please have complete birth date, time and place, 
timspan, item, address and credit card information ready. 
Payment can be by MasterCard, Visa, American Express, check 
or money order. 
Delivery:  Reports are laser-printed, bound and sent by Priority 
Mail; calculations by First Class Mail.  Postage within U.S. is $8 
for first report, $2 for each additional report; and $3 for calcula-
tions-only. Reports ordered online are emailed free. A $3 service 
charge applies for emailed orders that were not ordered online.
Contact Information:  Please include your billing address, mail-
ing address (if different), phone number and/or email address.
Data to Include: Unless specified otherwise, please give a name 
for the person; birth day, month and year; birth  hour and minute; 
and city and state (or country if outside the U.S.).

Birth Time: The more accurately you can supply the birth time, 
the more accurate the astrology will be. Unless you specify the type 
of time, we assume that the time you give is the type of time that 
was legally in use at that date and locality. We use the ACS Atlas, 
the industry standard, for accurate time zone, daylight saving 
and place information and will make all necessary adjustments. 
Remember that 12 am is midnight (0 hours) and begins the day; 
12 pm is noon. 

Calculation Options:  Placidus houses, geocentric coordinates, 
the tropical zodiac and the mean lunar nodes are used in all As-
trolabe reports. These are also used in chart calculations unless 
you specify otherwise. 

Extra Chart Points are available in most calculations (but 
not in reports unless specified otherwise). For $2 extra you 
can include your choice of Chiron, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, 
Hygeia, Astraea, Vulcan, Transpluto, Black Moon Lilith, 
White Moon Selena, Eris, Sedna, the 8 Uranian planets, the 
Equatorial Ascendant, Vertex, and day/night Part of Fortune.  
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The StarDate Pendant
Your Personal Astrological Signature in 18 Karat Gold 

The StarDate Pendant, exquisitely crafted in solid gold, is 
engraved with the accurately calculated positions of the Sun, 
Moon, planets and rising 
sign at the moment of your 
birth. More than 40,000 
StarDate Pendants have been 
sold, and yet no two are alike. 
Each is as individual as the per-
son it was created for. This unique 
remembrance is the perfect gift for 
a friend, loved one or yourself. The 
pendant comes attractively packaged 
for gift-giving. As a bonus, it includes 
a free Professional Natal Report (a $25 
value). We will need the birth date, time 
and place.The price is $395, but this varies 
with the price of gold. For more information 
and to check the latest pendant price, see our 
web page, Alabe.com/pendant/jewelry.html.

Synastry: How Your Birth Charts Fit Together
This report is for would-be or actual partners who want to make 
the best of a long-term love relationship. Part 1 deals with each 
partner’s relating potential and closely analyzes the astrological 
houses that deal with romance, marriage and sex. Part 2 looks at 
each partner’s planetary placements in the other’s houses to see 
what areas of life are likely to be most impacted by the relation-
ship. Part 3 compares the aspects between the two charts to see 
how the partners fulfill each others’needs. Please specify the 
birth city, date, and time of both partners. $35.

The Composite Chart: The Relationship Itself 
Using the composite chart (a single horoscope made from the 
midpoints between the horoscopes of the two individuals) this 
report describes the relationship itself. Joan Negus’ text interprets 
a complete array of astrological placements and aspects so that 
you may fully understand this new entity that is created by the 
two of you. Specify birth date, time and place of both partners, 
and, if possible, the location of the relationship. $35. 

The Synastry and Composite Reports Combined
Get both of the above reports and save $20 on the single-report 
price.  An incredible value -- about 60 pages of useful informa-
tion about your relationship, presented from two complementary 
astrological disciplines. $50.

Long-Range Transits
By covering 9 major and minor aspects and the house changes of 
the real slow-movers—transiting Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and 
Pluto—this report reveals your truly major trends over a 5-year 
period. About 35 pages of interpretation, plus a natal chart wheel 
and a handy list of transits arranged in order of importance.  
5 years, $35 

Yearly Transits
For more detailed yearly coverage, this includes all of the above 
plus transiting Jupiter and the lunar Node. 1 year, $25. 

Yearly Progressions
Secondary progressions are derived from transits during the most 
formative years—the first few months of life. They excel at bring-
ing out the more life-changing influences of the inner planets, 
which as transiting points generally move too fast to make a major 
impact on your life. This report interprets your progressed aspects 
and progressed sign and house ingresses with reference to both 
your natal chart and other progressed points. Reports average 5 
pages per year, and include the progressed charts for the beginning 
and end of the period, plus a list of the progressions arranged by 
importance. 3 years, $15; each additional year, $4.

Yearly Transits and Progressions Combined
Combines both reports into one timeline for a more rounded and 
complete view. Report averages 15 pages and includes progressed 
charts for the beginning and end of the period, and a list of the transits 
and progressions arranged in order of importance. 1 year, $35.

Daily Planning Guide
Helps you plan for success by identifying the favorable days for tak-
ing important actions, and the stressful days when it’s best to stick 
to routine and adopt a philosophical attitude. Includes the slower-
moving planets from the Yearly Transits report, plus the transiting 
fast-moving planets (except the Moon). Interprets entries into new 
houses plus both major and minor aspects to the natal chart. Reports 
average 35 pages per 3-month period and include a list of the transits 
arranged by importance. 3 months, $35; 6 months, $60.

Detailed Daily Planning Guide with the Moon
Includes everything in the Daily Planning Guide, plus transits by the 
Moon, which indicate fluctuations in mood and can help pinpoint 
the best (and worst) hours for various activities. Reports average 35 
pages per month and include a list of the transits arranged by impor-
tance. 1 month with the Moon, $35;  each additional month, $25.

For all forecasts, supply birth date, time, place & starting date.

Complete Relationship Report was written by Joan Negus to 
help partners in love and marriage. It offers creative ways to 
deal with a relationship’s problems and build upon its strengths. 

Bruce Scofield’s Professional Forecaster program is full of prac-
tical wisdom to help you understand the changing themes and 
issues in your life. Reports include a free copy of the birth chart.

Complete  
Relationship Analysis 
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Brought to you from Switzerland, Astro*Intelligence reports use Expert Systems, a state-of-the-art programming tech-
nique, to re-create not just the words, but the thought  processes of well-known astrologers. The result comes closer 
to a live consultation with the likes of Liz Greene or Robert Hand, at only a fraction of the price. Rather than using 
astrological jargon, these reports go straight to the issues in your life. Many have reported that the insights gained 
were remarkably penetrating and even quite moving. These reports are available only by mail in printed book form.

Psychological Horoscope Analysis: Liz Greene’s Jungian 
interpretation of the birth chart explores both the strengths 
and the weaknesses of your psychological type. It discusses 
the conscious and unconscious aspects of your personality, 
the psychological atmosphere during 
your childhood, patterns in your rela-
tionships, and your best path toward in-
tegration and development. Because this 
analysis focuses on the life issues of an 
adult, it is not offered for children under 
14.  18-25 pp.  Please specify the gender, 
birth date, time, and place. $65.
 
Child’s Horoscope:  Liz Greene’s 
melding of psychology with astrol-
ogy can give parents uniquely valu-
able insights into a child’s personality. 
Discovering a child’s psychological 
type, talents, needs and anxieties can 
help him or her to find and follow the 
right path in life.  20-25 pp.  Please 
specify the gender, birth date, time and place. $65.

Relationship Horoscope:  Liz Greene’s relationship analy- 
sis is for any two adults over 18 who are having a love 
relationship. It discusses what brings you together, the es-
sence of the relationship, and the deeper psychological 
issues that are activated as a result of 
your relationship.  20-25 pp.  Specify 
date, time, birthplace and gender of 
both partners. $70. A second report 
written from the other partner's point of 
view is available for an additional $35.

Horoscope for Two by Mona Riegger. 
Although this report presupposes a high 
degree of commitment between the partners, it is more than 
a lovers-only interpretaton.  Close friends and business as-
sociates can also gain useful insights into the meaning of their 
relationship and the issues it brings up. In 15 to 18 pages, 
Mona Riegger examines the Davison chart (one chart cast 
midway in time and place between two births) to help you 
understand the message of the relationship and its influence 
in your life. $40.

Career and Vocation Horoscope: Examining the key voca-
tional configurations in your chart, Liz Greene uncovers the 
type of work that is best suited to your basic temperament, 
aptitudes and skills. She explores your attitudes toward suc-

cess and achievement, and the limitations 
and problems that you may encounter 
along the way. She also shows the es-
sential values that you need to express in 
order to feel that you are making the best 
of your life.  Please specify the gender, 
birth date, time, and place. $65.

Yearly Horoscope: The Meaning of  
the Time:  Liz Greene selects your most 
important transits and progressions and 
includes both the year’s main themes 
and your prevailing themes for each 
month. She explains the trends in each 
area of your life: emotional, mental, 
physical and spiritual. Averages 40-50 
pages per year. Please specify starting 

month, gender, and birth date, time and place. $65.

Transits of the Year:  Robert Hand’s approach to interpreting 
transits integrates the events that may happen, the feelings you 
may experience, and the possibilities that each transit presents 
for growth and awareness.  Covering 12 months of selected 

transits, he uses your age, factors in your 
natal chart, and the current transits to 
focus on your prevalent themes for the 
year ahead.  25-28 pages per year.  Please 
specify starting month, gender, and the 
birth date, time and place. $60.

Long-Term Perspectives: Six-Year 
Horoscope:  What can astrology tell us 

as we begin the 21st century, and what do these important 
times promise for you as an individual? To help you under-
stand your place in today’s world, Liz Greene looks at your 
selected transits and progressions over a six-year period. Her 
discussion weaves in generational cycles, outer-planet transits 
and even the chart of your birth country. 45-50 pages. Please 
specify the gender, birth date, time, place and the year you 
would like to start with. $65. 

Robert Hand 
has written five bestselling  
astrology books. His classic 
text Planets in Transit has sold  
over 150,000 copies worldwide.

Liz Greene
is a world-famous astrologer, 
Jungian analyst and author not-
ed for her uniquely powerful syn-
thesis of astrology, myth, depth 
psychology, and archetypes. 
Her understanding of human 
behavior coupled with a gifted 
writing style make her reports 
especially appropriate for those 
interested in a deeper explor-
ation of the human experience.  

Astro*Intelligence*Reports
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Using its Solar Fire software, Astrolabe also offers calculations without interpretations. Unless you specify otherwise, 
these use Placidus houses, geocentric coordinates, the tropical zodiac and mean lunar node. See page 24 for more details. 

3. Additional listing with any single chart. Select from  Rulership Analysis, 
Essential Dignities and Almutens (Horary), Aspect List, Aspect Analysis, 
Midpoint Sort (specify any harmonic 1 through 12 or 16), Midpoint Trees 
(specify any harmonic 1  through 12 or 16), Arabic Parts (39 including 
Part of Fortune; parts adjusted for day and night births). $3 each list.

4. Composite Chart: $5.  Provide birth data for both individuals, and specify 
midpoint Ascendant, derived Ascendant (must provide location of relation-
ship), or Davison (midpoint in time) chart.  Composites for up to 15 people 
-- $5 plus $1 extra for each additional person after 2.

5. BiWheel: Please specify which chart you want house cusps for. $8.     

6. Additional Synastry Listings: Choose from Synastry Aspects, Synastry 
Midpoint Sort (A’s midpoints to B’s planets; specify harmonic number 
1-12, 16); Synastry Arabic Parts (A’s parts to B’s planets). $3 per list.

7. Color Wheel:  Large wheel without grid, 1 page.  Choose from Regular, 
Teardrop, or Lotus wheels, and Pastel or Vibrant color areas.  $15.
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Graphic Ephemerides
Transit graphs and more! Specify transits, progressions or solar arc directions; 
and geo, helio, declination or latitude coordinates. Include natal data (if any), 
start/end dates, zodiac, modulus (360º, 45º, 90º, 30º or other), and points to 
include (available: regular planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, Chiron and natal 
MC and Asc). We recommend:

1. 3-month transit graph with Moon. With natal lines, $10 per page. 
Moving planets only, $5 per page. (2 page minimum.)  

2. 6-month transit graph without Moon. With natal lines, $10 per page. 
Moving planets only, $5 per page. (2 page minimum.)  

3. 5-year transit graph of Jupiter through Pluto. With natal lines, $10 
per page. Moving planets only, $5 per page. (2 page minimum.)  

4. Life diagram: 100 years of Solar Arc Directions with natal lines. $10

5. 20 years of secondary progressions with natal lines. $10

6. 3 years of tertiary progressions with natal lines. $10

AstroMaps and Locality Reports
1. Planet and Local-Space Lines (specify either or both) projected on a 

map (world, U.S., or any continent).  $10; color map  $15.

2. Local space wheel, 
natal or relocated.  $8

3. Locality report.  
Lists and interprets 
the planet lines, lo-
cal space lines and 
parans in effect at any 
specified location.  
$10 per location; 3 
locations for $25.

Specify smaller wheel with aspect grid (shown at 
left) or full-page wheel without aspect grid.

1. Natal or event chart.  $5

2. Forecasting chart:  Provide natal data and data 
for forecast chart. Specify Secondary Progressed, 
Tertiary Progressed, Solar Arc Directed, Solar  
Return, or Lunar Return.  $3 when ordered with 
natal chart; $5 without natal chart order.  

Solar Fire Chart Calculations

Chart Calculations 

Solar Fire Dynamic Hitlists
Chronologically sorted lists include exact hits to natal Sun, Moon, Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Mean North Node, 
MC and Asc. Aspects include the conjunction, semisextile, semisquare, 
sextile, square, trine, sesquiquadrate, quincunx and opposition. 

1. Transits to natal points (1 year, specify start date): a) transits from 
Mars through Pluto and North Node (about 4 pages): $10; or b) from 
Sun through Pluto and North Node (but no transiting Moon) (about 16 
pages): $25.

2. Progressions to natal and progressed points (3 years, specify start 
date): Includes progressed Sun through Pluto, Node, MC, Asc, with 
progressed house and sign ingresses (2 to 3 pages): $8

3. Solar arc directions to natal points (3 years, specify start date): Includes 
directed Sun through Pluto, Node, MC, Asc; hits by conjunction, semisquare, 
square, sesquiquadrate and opposition. House and sign ingresses also.  
a) With forward and backward whole arcs (about 3 pages), $5; or b) With 
forward and backward whole, half and double arcs (about 8 pages), $12.

4. Transits and progressions  (1 year, specify start date): Progressions 
as in #2, plus transits from a) Mars through Pluto and Node to natal 
and progressed points and house cusps (about 7 pages), $15; or b) with 
transiting Sun and Mercury added (about 28 pages), $40. 

5. Progressed lunation listing: 84 years of progressed lunar phases plus 
progressed sign and house ingresses of Sun and Moon  (3 pages): $15

Regular Lotus

Teardrop
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About 

SINCE 200 A.D., ASTROLOGERS HAVE DEPENDED ON THE ASTROLABE TO MAP THE STARS. THEY STILL DO!

Founded as Astro-Graphics Services in late 1979 by the astrologers Robert Hand, 
Gary Christen, Arthur Blackwell, Steve Blake and Patricia White, Astrolabe is 
celebrating its 33rd year. Starting with programs for the Radio Shack TRS-80, the 
Apple II and early cp/m computers, it is now a world leader in astrology programs 
for Windows that also run on Macs. It also publishes Celeste, a free chart-casting 
program for mobile devices. Besides offering programs for individual users, 
Astrolabe develops custom software for third-party commercial use, including 
the Kiosk, a turnkey astrological package that you can get for your website. In 
addition, the Michelsen-Simms Trust has appointed Astrolabe to administrate 
the ACS PC Atlas and license it to other software and web developers.

Astrolabe also provides a full range of chart-calculation and astrological 
report services. Its website, alabe.com, generates more than 4 million free natal 
charts each year as well as offering many popular charts and reports for sale.  

Along with president Gary Christen and vice-president Pat White, Astrolabe 
employs astrologers Madalyn Hillis-Dineen and Ray White at its offices in 
Massachusetts. It has a semi-autonomous division in Great Britain and direct-mail customers in countries from Argentina to Zimbabwe.  
Its staff lectures for local astrology groups and at major astrological conferences, where Astrolabe is usually a vendor. Astrolabe also 
sponsors educational events at its headquarters on Cape Cod. For a schedule of events, visit alabe.com or subscribe to AUGuries.

The astrolabe (ast-ro-labe) was the principal 
tool used by our astrological forebears from 
ancient Greece to the 18th century. This 
elegant instrument was actually an analog 
computer—a working model of the sky as it 
appears to turn about the earth each day.

We at Astrolabe are part of the long heritage 
of astrological toolmakers. Our goal is to 
continue their tradition of precision and 
ingenuity, adding the remarkable power and 
speed of today’s digital technology.

What  
Is an 
Astrolabe?

ASTROLABE • P.O. BOX 1750 • BREWSTER, MA 02631 USA • Website: alabe.com
tel.: 508/896-5081 • Fax: 508/896-5289 • email: astrolabe@alabe.com • toll-Free order line: 1-800 843-6682

Subscribe to AUGuries

Software: Once you have opened the sealed software license envelope, 
you may not return the software for a refund or credit. However, if you first 
contact Astrolabe to obtain a return authorization number, you may return 
unopened software within 30 days of purchase for a full refund. You assume 
responsibility for selecting a program to achieve your intended results, 
and for the installation, use and results obtained from the program.You 
can preview sample output and details at ALABE.COM or phone Astrolabe 
at 1/800/843-6682 to request more information. • All calculations and/
or interpretations produced by our software are intended for research or 
entertainment only. Astrolabe assumes no liability for any decisions made 
based on output from its programs. In no event will Astrolabe be liable to 
you for any damages, including any lost profits, lost savings or other inci-
dental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use a 
program. Astrolabe does warrant the CD on which its software is furnished 
to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use 
for a period of 90 days from the date of sale as shown by a copy of your 
invoice. The sole responsibility of Astrolabe is to replace the program CD 

in case of defects. You can view a PDF file of Astrolabe’s software licensing 
agreement on the Return Policy page at ALABE.COM. • Technical support 
is available online at ALABE.COM/SUPPORT, or by phoning 508/896-5081 
weekdays from 10 am-4 pm U.S. Eastern Time .
Chart Services: Chart services are not refundable unless we have made an 
error in data entry. In such a case, Astrolabe will correct the error at no further 
charge to you. You are responsible for supplying correct data and selecting 
suitable calculations or reports. You can preview samples of reports and cal-
culation pages at ALABE.COM or request them by phoning 1/800/843-6682. • 
All calculations and/or interpretations bought through our chart service depart-
ment or supplied free of charge at our website are intended for entertainment 
only. Astrolabe assumes no liability for any decisions made based on output 
from its programs, chart report services, or free chart services. In no event 
will Astrolabe be liable to you for any damages, including any lost profits, lost 
savings or other incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use of 
the information provided to you in one of our paid or free chart services.
Please Note: All prices are subject to change.

Return Policy and Disclaimers

7-20-12

AUGuries, the Astrolabe User Group e-letter, 
is sent out every few weeks to put our cus-
tomers and other interested people in the loop 
about the latest sale deals, seminars, software 
tips, and other news from Astrolabe. You can 
sign up for AUGuries by typing your email 
address on the Astrolabe home page, http://
Alabe.com. We don’t share our our e-list 
with anyone, and we’d love to have you join!

Astrolabe’s Free App for Smartphones and Tablets 
Celeste does accurate astro calcs instantly on your phone or tablet. You get:

 A clear, easy-to-read chart wheel showing the • current planet positions  
and aspects, with houses set for the location of your choice.     

 • Interpretations based on the next aspects to be made by the Moon and planets.
 A wheel for any • birth chart that you input, with the coordinates and time 
standard automatically supplied by the ACS Atlas.     

 • Interpretations for each birth planet in its sign, and for current applying 
personal transits.

Get Celeste for Apple at the iTunes store. For Android, check Alabe.com for details. 


